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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

October 26, 2021, Global Research published an interview with Dr. Peter McCullough, in which he

reviews and explains the Kndings of a September 2021 study published in the journal Toxicology

Reports, which states:

“A novel best-case scenario cost-bene1t analysis showed very conservatively that there

are 1ve times the number of deaths attributable to each inoculation vs those attributable

to COVID-19 in the most vulnerable 65+ demographic.

The risk of death from COVID-19 decreases drastically as age decreases, and the longer-

term effects of the inoculations on lower age groups will increase their risk-bene1t ratio,

perhaps substantially.”

McCullough has impeccable academic credentials. He’s an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist

and a full professor of medicine at Texas A&M College of Medicine in Dallas. He also has a

master’s degree in public health and is known for being one of the top Kve most-published

medical researchers in the United States, in addition to being the editor of two medical journals.

Authors Defend Their Paper

Not surprisingly, the Toxicology Reports paper has received scathing critique from certain

quarters. Still, corresponding author Ronald Kostoff told Retraction Watch that the criticism has

actually been “an extremely small fraction” of the overall response, which by and large has been

overwhelmingly positive and supportive. Kostoff went on to say:

“Given the blatant censorship of the mainstream media and social media, only one side of

the COVID-19 ‘vaccine’ narrative is reaching the public. Any questioning of the narrative is

met with the harshest response …

I went into this with my eyes wide open, determined to identify the truth, irrespective of

where it fell. I could not stand idly by while the least vulnerable to serious COVID-19

consequences were injected with substances of unknown mid and long-term safety.

We published a best-case scenario. The real-world situation is far worse than our best-

case scenario, and could be the subject of a future paper.

What these results show is that we 1) instituted mass inoculations of an inadequately-

tested toxic substance with 2) non-negligible attendant crippling and lethal results to 3)

potentially prevent a relatively small number of true COVID-19 deaths. In other words, we

used a howitzer where an accurate riVe would have suWced!”

COVID Jab Campaign Has Had No Discernible Impact

Certainly, data very clearly show the mass “vaccination” campaign has not had a discernible

impact on global death rates. On the contrary, in some cases the death toll shot up after the

COVID shots became widely available. You can browse through covid19.healthdata.org  to see

this for yourself. Several examples are also included at the very beginning of the video.

This trend has also been conKrmed in a September 2021 study  published in the European Journal

of Epidemiology. It found COVID-19 case rates are completely unrelated to vaccination rates.

Using data available as of September 3, 2021, from Our World in Data for cross-country analysis,

and the White House COVID-19 Team data for U.S. counties, the researchers investigated the

relationship between new COVID-19 cases and the percentage of the population that had been

fully vaccinated.

Sixty-eight countries were included. Inclusion criteria included second dose vaccine data, COVID-

19 case data and population data as of September 3, 2021. They then computed the COVID-19

cases per 1 million people for each country, and calculated the percentage of population that was

fully vaccinated.

According to the authors, there was “no discernable relationship between percentage of

population fully vaccinated and new COVID-19 cases in the last seven days.” If anything, higher

vaccination rates were associated with a slight increase in cases. According to the authors:

“[T]he trend line suggests a marginally positive association such that countries with

higher percentage of population fully vaccinated have higher COVID-19 cases per 1

million people.”

The Kostoff Analysis

Getting back to the Toxicology Reports paper,  which is being referring to as “the Kostoff analysis,”

McCullough says the analysis is deKnitely making news in clinical medicine. The paper focuses

on two factors: assumptions and determinism.

Determinism describes how likely something is. For example, if a person takes a COVID shot, it’s

100% certain they got the injection. It’s not 50% or 75%. It’s an absolute certainty. As a result, that

person has a 100% chance of being exposed to whatever risk is associated with that shot.

On the other hand, if a person says no to the injection, it’s not 100% chance they’ll get COVID-19,

let alone die from it. You have a less than 1% chance of being exposed to SARS-CoV-2 and getting

sick. So, it’s 100% deterministic that taking the shot exposes you to the risks of the shot, and less

than 1% deterministic that you’ll get COVID if you don’t take the shot.

The other part of the equation is the assumptions, which are based on calculations using available

data, such as pre-COVID death statistics and death reports Kled with the U.S. Vaccine Adverse

Event Reports System (VAERS).

Mortality Data

As noted by McCullough, two reports have detailed COVID jab death data, showing 50% of deaths

occur within 24 hours and 80% occur within the Krst week. In one of these reports, 86% of deaths

were found to have no other explanation aside from a vaccine adverse event. McCullough also

cites a Scandinavian study that concluded about 40% of post-jab deaths among seniors in

assisted living homes are directly due to the injection. He also cites other eye-opening Kgures:

The U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention reports having more than 30,000

spontaneous reports of either hospitalizations and/or deaths among the fully vaccinated

Data from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services show 300,000 vaccinated CMS

recipients have been hospitalized with breakthrough infections

60% of seniors over age 65 hospitalized for COVID-19 have been vaccinated

COVID Shots Are ‘Failing Wholesale’

“When we put all these data together, we have clear-cut science that the vaccines are failing

wholesale,” McCullough says. The shots are particularly useless in seniors.

Again, based on a best-case conservative scenario, seniors are Kve times more likely to die from

the shot than they are from the natural infection. This scenario includes the assumption that the

PCR test is accurate and reported COVID deaths were in fact due to COVID-19, which we know is

not the case, and the assumption that the shots actually prevent death, which we have no proof

of.

All things considered, you are FAR better off taking your chances with the natural infection, as

McCullough says. The Kostoff analysis also does not take into account the fact that there are safe

and effective treatments.

It bases its assumptions on the notion that there aren’t any. It also doesn’t factor in the fact that

the COVID shots are utterly ineffective against the Delta and other variants. If you take into

account vaccine failure against variants and alternative treatments, it skews the analysis even

further toward natural infection being the safest alternative.

FDA and CDC Should Not Run Vaccine Programs

While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the CDC claim not a single death following

COVID inoculation was caused by the shot, they should not be the ones making that

determination, as they are both sponsoring the vaccination campaign.

They have an inherent bias. When you conduct a trial, you would never allow the sponsor to tell

you whether the product was the cause of death, because you know they’re biased.

“ We have actually fulfilled all of the Bradford Hill
criteria. I’ll tell you right now that COVID-19
vaccine is, from an epidemiological perspective,
causing these deaths or a large fraction. ~ Dr. Peter
McCullough”

What we need is an external group, a critical event committee, to analyze the deaths being

reported, as well as a data safety monitoring board. These should have been in place from the

start, but were not.

Had they been, the program would most likely have been halted in February, as by then the number

of reported deaths, 186, already exceeded the tolerable threshold of about 150 (based on the

number of injections given). Now, we’re well over 17,000.  There’s no normal circumstance under

which that would ever be allowed. 

“The CDC and FDA are running the [vaccination] program. They are NOT the people who

typically run vaccine programs,” McCullough says. “The drug companies run vaccine

programs.

When P1zer, Moderna, J&J ran their randomized trials, we didn’t have any problems. They

had good safety oversight. They had data safety monitoring boards. The did OK. I mean I

have to give the drug companies [credit].

But the drug companies are now just the suppliers of the vaccine. Our government

agencies are now just running the program. There’s no external advisory committee.

There’s no data safety monitoring board. There’s no human ethics committee. NO one is

watching out for this!

And so, the CDC and FDA pretty clearly have their marching orders: ‘Execute this program;

the vaccine is safe and effective.’ They’re giving no reports to Americans. No safety

reports. We needed those once a month. They haven’t told doctors which is the best

vaccine, which is the safest vaccine.

They haven’t told us what groups are to watch out for. How to mitigate risks. Maybe there

are drug interactions. Maybe it’s people with prior blood clotting problems or diabetes.

They’re not telling us anything!

They literally are blindsiding us, and with no transparency, and Americans now are scared

to death. You can feel the tension in America. People are walking off the job. They don’t

want to lose their jobs, but they don’t want to die of the vaccine! It’s very clear. They say,

‘Listen, I don’t want to die. That’s the reason I’m not taking the vaccine.’ It’s just that clear.”

Bradford Hill Criteria Are Met — COVID Jabs Cause Death

McCullough goes on to explain the Bradford Hill criterion for causation, which is one of the ways

by which we can actually determine that, yes, the shots are indeed killing people. We’re not

dealing with coincidence.

“The 1rst question we’d ask is: ‘Does the vaccine have a mechanism of action, a biological

mechanism of action, that can actually kill a human being?’ And the answer is yes!

because the vaccines all use genetic mechanisms to trick the body into making the lethal

spike protein of the virus.

It is very conceivable that some people take up too much messenger RNA; they produce a

lethal spike protein in sensitive organs like the brain or the heart or elsewhere. The spike

protein damages blood vessels, damages organs, causes blood clots. So, it’s well within

the mechanism of action that the vaccine could be fatal.

Someone could have a fatal blood clot. They could have fatal myocarditis. The FDA has

oWcial warnings of myocarditis. They have warnings on blood clots. They have warnings

on a fatal neurologic condition called Guillain-Barré syndrome. So, the FDA warnings, the

mechanism of action, clearly say it’s possible.

The second criteria is: ‘Is it a large effect?’ And the answer is yes! This is not a subtle

thing. It’s not 151 versus 149 deaths. This is 15,000 deaths. So, it’s a very large effect

size, a large effect.

The third [criteria] is: ‘Is it internally consistent?’ Are you seeing other things that could

potentially be fatal in VAERS? Yes! We’re seeing heart attacks. We’re seeing strokes. We’re

seeing myocarditis. We’re seeing blood clots, and what have you. So, it’s internally

consistent.

‘Is it externally consistent?’ That’s the next criteria. Well, if you look in the MHRA, the

yellow card system in England, the exact same thing has been found. In the

EudraVigilance system in [Europe] the exact same thing’s been found.

So, we have actually ful1lled all of the Bradford Hill criteria. I’ll tell you right now that

COVID-19 vaccine is, from an epidemiological perspective, causing these deaths or a

large fraction.”

Zero Tolerance for Elective Drugs Causing Death

There may be cases in which a high risk of death from a drug might be acceptable. If you have a

terminal incurable disease, for example, you may be willing to experiment and take your chances.

Under normal circumstances however, lethal drugs are not tolerated.

After Kve suspected deaths, a drug will receive a black box warning. At 50 deaths, it will be

removed from the market. Considering COVID-19 has a less than 1% risk of death across age

groups, the tolerance for a deadly remedy is inKnitesimal. At over 17,000 reported deaths, which

in real numbers may exceed 212,000,  the COVID shots far surpass any reasonable risk to protect

against symptomatic COVID-19. As noted by McCullough:

“There is zero tolerance for electively taking a drug or a new vaccine and then dying!

There’s zero tolerance for that. People don’t weigh it out and say, ‘Oh well, I’ll take my

chances and die.’ And I can tell you, the word got out about vaccines causing death in

early April [2021], and by mid-April the vaccination rates in the United States plummeted …

We hadn’t gotten anywhere near our goals. Remember, President Biden set a goal [of 70%

vaccination rate] by July 1. We never got there because Americans were frightened by

their relatives, people in their churches and their schools dying after the vaccine.

They had heard about it, they saw it. There was an informal internet survey done several

months ago, where 12% of Americans knew somebody who had died after the vaccine.

I’m a doctor. I’m an internist and cardiologist. I just came from the hospital … I had a

woman die of the COVID-19 vaccine … She had shot No. 1. She had shot No. 2. After shot

No. 2, she developed blood clots throughout her body. She required hospitalization. She

required intravenous blood thinners. She was ravaged. She had neurologic damage.

After that hospitalization, she was in a walker. She came to my oWce. I checked for more

blood clots. I found more blood clots. I put her back on blood thinners. I saw her about a

month later. She seemed like she was a little better. Family was really concerned. The next

month I got called by the Dallas Coroner oWce saying she’s found dead at home.

Most of us don’t have any problem with vaccines; 98% of Americans take all the vaccines

… I think most people who are still susceptible would take a COVID vaccine if they knew

they weren’t going to die of it or be injured. And because of these giant safety concerns,

and the lack of transparency, we’re at an impasse.

We’ve got a very labor-constrained market. We’ve got people walking off the job. We’ve

got planes that aren’t going to Vy, and it’s all because our agencies are not being

transparent and honest with America about vaccine safety.”

Early Treatment Is Crucial, Vaxxed or Not

As noted by McCullough, the vast majority of patients require hospitalization for COVID-19 is

because they’ve not received any treatment and the infection has been allowed free reign for days

on end.

“To this day, the patients who get hospitalized are largely those who receive no early care

at home,” he says. “They’re either denied care or they don’t know about it, and they end up

dying.

The vast majority of people who die, die in the hospital; they don’t die at home. And the

reason why they end up in the hospital, it’s typically two weeks of lack of treatment. You

can’t let a fatal illness brew for two weeks at home with no treatment, and then start

treatment very late in the hospital. It’s not going to work.

There’s been a very good set of analyses, one in the Journal of Clinical Infectious

Diseases … that showed, day by day, one loses the opportunity of reducing the

hospitalization when monoclonal antibodies are delayed … No doctor should be

considered a renegade when they order FDA [emergency use authorized] monoclonal

antibody. The monoclonal antibodies are just as approved as the vaccines.

I just had a patient over the weekend, fully vaccinated, took the booster. A month after the

booster she went on a trip to Dubai. She just came back, and she got COVID-19! … I got

her a monoclonal antibody infusion that day. [The following day] she started the sequence

of multidrug therapy for COVID-19. I am telling you, she is going to get through this illness

in a few days …

Podcaster Joe Rogan just went through this. Governor Abbott was also a vaccine failure.

He went through it. Former President Trump went through it. Americans should see the

use of monoclonal antibodies in high risk patients, followed by drugs in an oral sequenced

approach. This is standard of care!

It is supported by the Association of Physicians and Surgeons, the Truth for Health

Foundation, the American Front Line Doctors, and the Front Line Critical Care Consortium.

This is not renegade medicine. This is what patients should have. This is the correct

thing! …

If we can’t get the monoclonal antibodies, we certainly use hydroxychloroquine, supported

by over 250 studies, ivermectin, supported by over 60 studies, combined with

azithromycin or doxycycline, inhaled budesonide … full-dose aspirin … nutraceuticals

including zinc, vitamin D, vitamin C, quercetin, NAC … we do oral and nasal

decontamination with povidone-iodine.

In acutely sick patients we do it every four hours, [and it] massively reduces the viral load

… Fortunately, we have enough doctors now and enough patient awareness, patients who

… understand that early treatment is viable, is necessary, and it should be executed.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,022 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Retsbew
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Thanks to Barb in W. Canada who sent me this and it's great!  "Reminder that if you are still unvaxxed, you survived the biggest psyop in
human history.  They elaborated an evil plan for decades.  Do you realize how much time, resources and effort they put into this?  They
studied all the possible ways to enslave your mind and make you take the vaxx.  They tried to demoralize you by corrupting society from
every possible corner.  They tried to vilify and desensitize your mind with fear porn.  They tried to lure you with money, gifts and rewards.
 They tried to confuse you and make you doubt your own reality and identity  They tried to make you walk on your own principles, values
and ethics.  They even turned your close ones against you.  Almost everyone fell for it.  Almost all of them sucked in.  But not you.  Just
realize how much bullspit you went through and overcame.  Your never wavered.  You are still unvaxxed.  You are still a pure blood.  Their
tricks didn't work on you.  So to all the unvaxxed I say to you, Cheers ladies and gentlemen.  Stay based."
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Thanks Retsbew. Also. OPEN LETTER TO THE UNVACCINATED. OCLA researcher Dr. Denis Rancourt and several fellow Canadian
academics penned an open letter to support those who have decided not to accept the COVID-19 vaccine. The group emphasizes
the voluntary nature of this medical treatment as well as the need for informed consent and individual risk-beneKt assessment. They
reject the pressure exerted by public health oncials, the news and social media, and fellow citizens. Control over our bodily integrity
may well be the ultimate frontier of the Kght to protect civil liberties.

It is entirely reasonable and legitimate to say ‘no’ to insunciently tested vaccines for which there is no reliable science. You have a
right to assert guardianship of your body and to refuse medical treatments if you see Kt. You are right to say 'no' to a violation of your
dignity, your integrity and your bodily autonomy. It is your body, and you have the right to choose. You are right to Kght for your
children against their mass vaccination in school. You are right to question whether free and informed consent is at all possible
under present circumstances. Long-term effects are unknown. Transgenerational effects are unknown.

Vaccine-induced deregulation of natural immunity is unknown. Potential harm is unknown as the adverse event reporting is delayed,
incomplete and inconsistent between jurisdictions. You are being targeted by mainstream media, government social engineering
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COVID Jab Is Far More Dangerous Than Advertised
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

According to a September 2021 analysis, based on conservative, best-case scenarios, the COVID shots have killed Kve times more seniors

(65+) than the infection

)

In younger people and children, the risk associated with the COVID shot, compared to the risk of COVID-19, is bound to be even more

pronounced

)

Data show higher vaccination rates do not translate into lower COVID-19 case rates)

The COVID shots are an epic failure. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports having more than 30,000 spontaneous

reports of either hospitalizations and/or deaths among the fully vaccinated; data from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services show

300,000 vaccinated CMS recipients have been hospitalized with breakthrough infections; 60% of seniors over age 65 hospitalized for COVID-19

have been vaccinated

)

50% of reported deaths after COVID-19 “vaccination” occur within 24 hours; 80% occur within the Krst week. According to one report, 86% of

deaths have no other explanation aside from a vaccine adverse event. A Scandinavian study concluded about 40% of post-jab deaths among

seniors in assisted living homes are directly due to the injection
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campaigns, unjust rules and policies, collaborating employers, and the social-media mob. You are being told that you are now the
problem and that the world cannot get back to normal unless you get vaccinated. You are being viciously scapegoated by
propaganda and pressured by others around you. Remember; there is nothing wrong with you ......... in the link:
ocla.ca/a-letter-to-the-unvaccinated
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A fantastic pep talk for our troops! I can't imagine it being said any better. And one other marvelous thing, is that this base of
resistors, the unvaxed, has by now great immunity not just to disease but to propaganda. Immunity to propaganda is a long-term
function, once learned generally kept. It's like logical T cells.
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RETSBEW: thanks for the positive message from your friend, Barbara. … it is still hard as hell to remain vigilant…as I still look around
me and the noose is tightening.

ALL: It is extremely hard as I see this conspiracy ripping apart my family bonds and the reduction in seeing my university student son
who is renting a room in a home at the university and this house who has an immunocompromised  student has mandated “that no
one is to interact with the unvaxxed”. This has dampened my ability to see my son but has not completely stopped me. I am not
going to let anyone educated or otherwise misinformed or otherwise stop me from seeing my son.

He is 45 minutes away from me so I drive there with his care package and stay you know 20 feet away from him outside and we
chat…. It’s what I have to do for now. He loves the home and it’s very close to the university so I won’t Kght this or make him feel
guilty for now, because as parents of young adults know, sometimes you got a bite your tongue and resist the urge to interfere too
strongly and you have to let them Kgure it out on their own.

If I push too hard on this I will just basically push him away so I’m bidding my time. I think only parents would understand this. I am
not lying down and taking this bullshit but I’m also not going to alienate my son at the same thing which is more important to me. I’m
bidding my time. He will see the light of the stupid mandate once he realizes it’s impacting his family and his inability to see me on a
regular basis. I will Knd a way to have him home for Christmas if I can convince him to do a rapid Covid test before he goes back to
that stupid home
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Retsbew; that sums it all up, very nicely - and accurately. Thank you. I think we need a knew criminal charge category: "Medical
Assault Causing Bodily Harm"!
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Yes to all! Stay strong everyone, the truth is coming out we just need it to be seen and heard loud and clear.  And justice to be given
to those who orchestrated this deadly plandemic!
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Love this post! I'm about to lose my job in a few weeks because of these mandates but I will not surrender my body to this unethical
experiment.  My life and my girls are way more important to me right now than a job that uses coercion to get what they want.  Thank
God that my family also are non believers in this biological weapon and support me fully!!
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Thanks Retsbew for posting Barb's "Reminder".  As members of the club of the unvaxxed we have work to do.  Save planet earth
from psychopaths.
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YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Thanks so much, Gui, for Dr. Rancourt's letter of support.  I appreciate your research and advice very much and well done for your
world view; it's so helpful.  Stoneharbor, I always felt I had a bit of an unfair advantage recognizing the threat at the start, due to
being in advertising, newspaper, public health and Family Law - and your observation about immunity to propaganda T-cells is funny
and accurate. We have some wonderfully logical comments here.

Clanharwood, I think you're a great mother and it's so true; I feel like i'm walking on eggshells sometimes with my son.  I wouldn't get
involved in any swab tests - there's a possibility the swab's contaminated to advance the Covid crisis - but there's a spit test that can't
mess you up (out of U of Ottawa).  That said, I think U of Ottawa, is as disgusting as the government with its mandates.  Plus, please,
it is not a good school for journalism.  My journalism teacher in college, (ex Toronto Star, so you'd think his opinion would be worth
something), used to herald U of O like it was some G-d among writers and that is a load of rubbish.
 med.uottawa.ca/en/news/canadian-study-compares-covid-19-spit-test-trad..  

Randy, "Medical Assault Causing Bodily Harm" is absolutely appropriate and must be added to the Canadian Criminal Code. That will
take care of these medical professionals who so easily disregard the Hippocratic Oath.

Brenda73, having a family that agrees with you is such a good support, but it's such a travesty you'll lose your employment due to
mandates.  The tide is starting to turn and hopefully any day soon it will turn into a tsunami of justice for all.  Otis101's, "Save planet
earth from psychopaths," is deKnitely on topic.  

Angiemeizer and Dordee, you're so positive and I love it.  When I read wringing hands' comments I get so put off.  The only way out of
a dincult situation is to focus on the positive and as a result eliminate the negative.  Out damn spot!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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We are being deprived here in Los Angeles though of being able to eat out and participate in usual activities.  Certainly health trumps
eating out in a restaurant, but there is an emotional toll to the physical restrictions they are imposing, designed to twist the screws
on us.  It is utterly deplorable, and the fact that people watch their neighbors being segregated like this has made me lose ALL
respect for them.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM
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Thank you from the bottom of my unvaxxxed heart! I need a good pep talk once in a while!
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TheMagoo
Joined On 6/8/2021 12:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A great comment, many need to hear this sort of encouragement. Keep the faith, keep strong. I have an undeniable  feeling that all of
this is meant to be, we are meant to be where we all are right now, right at this time, this feeling comes with a sense that humanity
shall prevail, that we will overcome this horror. God bless all.
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ChristieMarie
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I may have gotten sucked in had I not already been a victim of the medical industry.
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Dr. Mercola reports a shocking reality. Human beings are being trained to bow to the increasing demands for obedience imposed by
globalist elites. The pharmaceutical MaKa in association with government institutions and globalist elites have designed the path of
planned genocide. Authentic villains and unscrupulous psychopaths who only have one objective set in Davos: absolute power and
unlimited economic beneKts while the victims of menticide suffer and die. THE UNVACCINATED ARE EIGHT TIMES LESS LIKELY TO DIE
COMPARED TO THE FULLY VACCINATED. The latest data from Public Health Scotland revealed that a whopping 89 percent of all alleged
Wuhan coronavirus deaths over the past month were actually deaths caused by vaccines.

The same data also showed that 77 percent of hospitalizations and 65 percent of so-called cases in which a person tested positive also
occurred in people who received the jab. In September, it was also reported that 80 percent of all COVID deaths in the country were actually
deaths from complete vaccination. theexpose.uk/2021/11/11/89-percent-of-covid-19-deaths-were-among-the-f..  (Nov 11, 2021) Tony
Fauci has admitted that vaccines don't work and vaccinated people of all ages get sick and die. The exact quote from him from a New York
Times podcast on November 12, as reported by Yahoo News: www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/dr-fauci-just-issued-urgent-201846228.html
 (November 12, 2021).
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FAUCI, GATES ADMIT COVID VACCINES DON’T WORK AS ADVERTISED. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s forthcoming book “The Real Anthony
Fauci” explores the “carefully constructed Pharma-Fauci-Gates alliance,” and details how “Gates and Fauci engaged in almost daily
communications throughout the lockdown, and coordinated virtually every decision about COVID-19 countermeasures with each
other." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jeremy-hunt-fauci-gates-covid-vacc..  (11/15/21) Those who continue to take booster
injections are only accelerating their biological destruction, playing the game of depopulation globalists who seek to end the viability
of the human race on planet Earth. Professional sports Kgures are dying on Kelds and courts, right in front of the public eye. All is
well in sight, yet some (unconscious) people somehow continue to think that vaccines are safe and effective
https://www.brighteon.com/1a   (Nov 15, 2021)
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Hi Guillermou...its been RAIN  here  last 72 hours.... You mentioned The pharmaceutical MaKa  I believe you could add the 'Medical
MaKa'.......they are the 'hands and feet' to much of this slaughter-by-vaccine scam..including Millions of "Quack~Docturds  and
 'Hospitals" (cleverly Disguised MicrowaveOvens)  , using the' Ole Blow 'em Up ventilators' to kill off  untold millions ....."Here is your
next dose of covid-daliy....please roll up your sleeve"
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as to the widening of the Death Shot Campaign by the Snake and his crony Dr Falsdie with their coordinated announcements that the
present regimen of two shots is inadequate ~ sure I can see it ~ you have to KEEP THE TILL RINGING ~ this is savvy business sense
~ like the old conundrum "do you live to eat or eat to live?" ~ this has been modiKed to now read "do you get vaccinated to live or live
to get vaccinated??" ~ the Snake and his coterie know which side to butter their bread
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Politics further increases your risk if you are not a minority...
thebeltwayreport.com/2021/11/video-man-denied-covid-treatment-b-c-he-i..
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Israel is now injecting their youngers - 5-11 per approval by the FDA and, obviously, Fauci who said he wants every baby injected as
well.  I wonder about the news coming out of Israel - funny they'd hit the lowest wave of covid while Brazil, who did not go crazy, also
hit a lowest wave, along with Florida (among other states in the US) ... We're still maskless here in SC and GA, as well as Texas.
 Some choose to wear them, some don't, it's up to people how they proceed, which is how it always should have been... if only we
would resort to treating this as soon as we know we're sick - with anything really!  Just don't let it take hold.  Between Dr. Brownstein
and deKnitely Dr. Mercola, and all the knowledge others have put out there (incl Dr. Malone) .. this thing could have been over
already.  I think it needs to end.  Now.
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Yes mrrobb. Many "health care providers" are in large corporate practices and clinics run by managers who follow the protocols
passed down by the NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO, and AMA all of which are inuuenced by Big Pharma. In other words, the approval and
application of the medicine has a serious conuict of interest.The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the
patient becomes life-threatening and is admitted to hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective
treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up dead on ventilators. The Covid protocol demonizes known and safe
treatments. Doctors who prescribe these cures are threatened by their medical associations with the loss of medical license
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Yes Stan, you use very accurate phrases "" Do you get vaccinated to live or do you live to get vaccinated? " Joe Biden and Anthony
Fauci are longtime Deep State members with such progressive roots that they end up entangled with the Chinese Communist Party.
Biden and Fauci, are guilty of leading mandates that are causing much suffering, deaths, and a great economic and social crisis, they
are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the interests of Americans and must be replaced by serious and
honest politicians who defend the constitution and lead the US to a true democracy where freedom and the rights of people to
defend health prevail.
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Thanks Almond, yes, racism, misinformation and censorship. Medical fascism is on the rise in the US. At least three professional
medical associations threaten to revoke the medical licenses of doctors who dare to speak out against the Wuhan coronavirus
(Covid-19) “vaccines”. Any doctor who expresses even skepticism about Fauci uu vaccines could lose their careers - that is, if the
American Board of Pediatrics, the American Board of Family Medicine, and the American Board of Internal Medicine have something
to say about it.

These three prominent groups issued a joint statement supporting a July 29 decision by the Federation of State Medical Boards
threatening to revoke or suspend the licensing and certiKcation of all doctors who question the "safety" and "encacy" of the Chinese.
experimental. Virus injections. Almost half a million doctors are members of these associations. All of them now face possible
termination should they refuse to obey orders from the FSMB to push for the Fauci uu vaccines and the new Biden vaccines.

"Informed consent has been disregarded and medical necessity is not considered," warns Dr. Vladmir Zelenko, a Nobel Prize-winning
physician, about the Chinese Virus injection scam. "Therefore, young and healthy people and those who already have antibodies are
still being forced into an experimental medical intervention that they do not need."
www.lifesitenews.com/news/medical-associations-back-stripping-covid-19..
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Yes, steve49car, The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation has a past of genocidal children. Now with the Covid, Gates continues with the
genocide with vaccines. the Gates Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is a partial owner of numerous vaccine manufacturers,
including PKzer and BioNTech. Bill and Melinda Gates have been involved and beneKted over the many years that they have been
pushing their eugenics agenda. A more in-depth analysis can be found at this link
off-guardian.org/2021/05/18/how-bill-gates-big-pharma-used-children-as..
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Gui- Here is a good short video on herd immunity. www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks JennyG444, we need God to help us in the face of psychopaths and megalomaniacs who lead the world to genocide and
destruction. Biden's medical tyranny has reinforcements of insanity. New York Governor Hochul claims that God created vaccines
and wants you to take them. The apostles seem to be the people who have fallen into menticide.
www.brighteon.com/bfa6ab4e-7f89-47ed-a7da-814cf266f7f7
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Randyfast
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Yes, Gui; I also heard those clips. I wonder how the lamestream media will "debunk" those. I suppose that they'll simply revert to their
usual rationalizations and justiKcations! We should be hearing from them soon, that the only way out of this mess is - more booster
shots! We are truly living in the Twilight Zone...quite surreal!
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Thanks Tracy, more discrimination to force the "vaccine" on children. The bigotry is on display, this time in upstate New York, where
the top elected oncial just announced a new scholarship program for 50 young adults. “Finally, the COVID-19 vaccine is here for
young New Yorkers ages 5 to 11,” Governor Hochul said. “Our critical work to make the vaccine accessible and available to all
eligible children and their families is underway, and we will creatively support and celebrate those who get vaccinated.

Parents and guardians of children ages 5 to 11 who receive their Krst dose of vaccine before December 19 can enter the state
incentive program for a chance for their child to win a full scholarship to any SUNY college or university or CUNY for two or four
years; the scholarship includes tuition, room and board. Ten winners will be announced each week starting November 24. Fascism
and tyranny to fulKll the mandates of the "vaccine" www.wnd.com/2021/11/bribery-ny-give-50-full-rides-state-colleges-vacci..
 (November 10, 2021)
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Thanks fvtomasch, precisely Professor Sunetra Gupta tells us how T cells play an important role. Indications that the herd immunity
threshold has been reached in a given location are visible in the time signatures of epidemics, where death and infection curves tend
to "double" in the absence of intervention or to remain low when interventions are carried out. relax.

Yes, the natural immunity that Dr. Mercola reported is 13 times more effective than the delta variant vaccine is being discredited. In
this natural immunity memory T cells are essential. She highlights from her link "Our results indicate that approximately twice as
many people have developed T-cell immunity compared to those in which we can detect antibodies." Yes, we must consider that T
cells have three main functions:

• They use chemical messengers to activate other cells of the immune system to start the adaptive immune system (helper T cells).
• Detect virus-infected cells or tumor cells and destroy them (cytotoxic T cells). • Some helper T cells become memory T cells after
the infection has been defeated. They can "remember" which germs were defeated and are then ready to activate the adapted
immune system quickly if there is another infection.
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Yeah, Randy, booster shots and vigilance for compliance with poisonous shots. Dr. Gal Ehrlich and Maier Fenster of Ehrlich & Fenster
have uncovered evidence showing that a US technology patent was approved, to track and monitor people's digital activity in order to
issue a social credit score based on in compliance with the Wuhan coronavirus. The patent proposes to collect personal information
of people from their mobile devices, the use of applications and browsing habits on social networks. There is also language
suggesting that people's payment and medical records will also be included in the surveillance sweep. Fascism and medical and
political tyranny. www.blacklistednews.com/article/81143/new-patent-proposes-digital-surv..  (November 7, 2021)
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According to this man who was killed by the jab - it was pure torture.  His obit below:
www.habingfamilyfuneralhome.com/.../michael-mike-granata   Sad
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou - It speaks volumes about the level of corruption in the US that we can't trust US data and have to look at data from Israel,
the UK and elsewhere to get an accurate picture of what's really going on.  One would think that by now people in the US would be
waking up to the fact that if US data is not aligning with data complied everywhere else in the world, then some for of chicanery must
be afoot here.  It adds to the idea that all of the lies, deceptions, death and destruction have satanic origins.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Gui.  For all the attempts to cook the data, the data ARE there.  Not to mention the "eye test", which is more telling to those
with any discernment whatsoever.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks VitaminD10, Krofter andd balhawk. Yes, a researcher named Albert Benavides conducted an analysis of data on the Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is maintained by the CDC and the FDA. What he found is that there are hundreds of
serious adverse events associated with the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines that these two federal agencies hide from the public. COVID
"vaccines" are the most dangerous vaccines in human history. The "vaccines" against the Chinese virus are 800 times more deadly
than the smallpox vaccine, which held the previous record. Fauci Flu's blows have already killed thousands of Americans and
permanently disabled many more stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds  (Nov 9, 2021)

All countries where jab uptake is high, including Scotland, Israel, Denmark, and the United States, are experiencing massive
increases in deaths from causes other than "covid." The obvious culprit is hitting, of course. The Unz Review put together an
extensive analysis of the available data, clearly showing that all-cause mortality is "staggering," so to speak. Records are being
broken in terms of death toll, especially in areas of the world where large numbers of people received the injections. In Scotland, for
example, the government recently recorded the 20th consecutive week in which excess deaths across the country exceeded the
Kve-year average. This is in a country with a jab compliance rate of 87 percent so far. More information in the link.
www.unz.com/mwhitney/excess-deaths-point-to-depopulation-agenda/  (Nov 5, 2021)
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just read that Vermont, most vaccinated state, has reported highest no of cases.  this on ABC!  think we may see more of this?
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StoneWT
Joined On 2/4/2021 7:36:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@lovestosing6  I always tell my friends to nuke it at the start.  Vitamins, onions, garlic, uuids, raw honey, lemon, etc..  It's common
sense really.  If you keep the virus low in the Krst place, you won't get the severe damage.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, yet related. Since the vaccine mandates concern freedom, now comes an even deeper twist in the new world of dictatorship in the
Land of the "Free"...HA! RED ALERT! DEEPLY SERIOUS FREEDOM AND CONSTITUTIONAL MATTERS AT STAKE! A crazed woman wants to
control YOUR bank account, make it the property of the Feds who will control the spending and deposits in CENTRALIZED BANKING, and
Caesar Biden wants her in the position of controller of the USAs money! Her letter is linked in this article. Crazy, crazy, oust the bums from
public once! It is high time. Some Senators want to block her nomination. If this is not high level felony embezzlement, and dictatorship par
excellence, then what is? WHEN WILL THE REAL AMERICANS STAND UP? Silence is our complicity.
 www.lifesitenews.com/news/biden-nominee-to-treasury-department-once-..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey  She should run against Biden..........she would have it Hands down....Professor Saule Omarova fore 2024.......and she could
have Billy Gates as VP......and  Mr Sorass as everything else  ....maybe even get married  'Queen Professor Saule Omarova-Gates' &
BubblyBilly  Omarova-Gates.....oh yeah.....maybe Drop the President-HOR-Senate-Constitutional Bullsh!t  .........
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO PRIVATE BANK ACCOUNTS - IS SHE ON CRACK?  Oh my word!  Well, maybe she's also a member of the WEF, they're just going to
walk us straight into the slaughter house, aren't they?

Mrrobb - bite your tongue!
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This woman is mentally ill.
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craigco46
Joined On 3/24/2012 3:14:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola....Some of my high level Knancial contacts throughout Europe and the U.S. warned me about Biden nominating Saule
Omarova to head up the Once of the Comptroller of the Currency as far back as mid January of this year.  Shes was born in
Kazakhstan and educated in Moscow, Madison and Chicago.  She makes no disguise what she is up to as to "effectively end banking
as we know it:  She wants to replace the entire industry.

But destroying banking is just the beginning of her ambitions.  She has never worked for a bank, never run a business never satisKed
a customer, started a company or mhad to make payroll and never held a job outside of academia or the law but thinks she knows
best for everyone in the U.S and maybe the entire world and intends to give it to us whether we want it or not.  In her own words she
has said " My new working paper advocates a comprehensive reform of the structure and systemic function of the FED's balance
sheet as the basis for redesigning the core architecture of modern Knance.  It offers a blueprint for transforming the FED balance
sheet into what is the Peoples Ledger...the ultimate public platform for generating, modulating and allocating soverign credit and
money in a democratic economy"

She wants to be the decider not only for the government but the private sector also.  She wants to set up something similar to the
Gosplan in the former Soviet Union a "National Investment Authority responsible for formulating, Knancing and executing a
coordinated strategy of sustainable and socially inclusive economic development"  This National Investment Authority "would act
directly in Knancial markets as a lender, securitizer and venture capitalist with a broad mandate to mobilize, amplify and direct public
and private capital to where it's most needed"  She's also proposing a Gosbank, the Soviet Unions central bank too.  Biden and this
broad are both nuts.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, that woman, is deKnitely crazed, crazed beyond belief. Saul Alinsky would support this person.  See his list of controls
below. Level 4 is not close to being obtained. How to create a social state by Saul Alinsky:  There are eight levels of control that must
be obtained before you are able to create a social state. The Krst is the most important.  Anyone out there think that this stuff isn't
happening today in the U.S.?  1) Healthcare – Control healthcare and you control the people  2) Poverty – Increase the Poverty level
as high as possible, poor people are easier to control and will not Kght back if you are providing  everything for them to live.

3) Debt – Increase the debt to an unsustainable level. That way you are able to increase taxes, and this will produce more poverty.  4)
Gun Control– Remove the ability to defend themselves from the Government. That way you are able to create a police state.  5)
Welfare – Take control of every aspect of their lives (Food, Housing, and Income)  6) Education – Take control of what people read
and listen to – take control of what children learn in school.  7) Religion – Remove the belief in the God from the Government and
schools  8) Class Warfare – Divide the people into the wealthy and the poor. This will cause more discontent and it will be easier to
take (Tax) the wealthy with the support of the poor.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good.  let her try it and see how that goes.  Make my day!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrobb:  I agree with Lovestosing, Bite your Tongue! If you really want the powers that be to run over our face roughshod, then just
passively do Not invoke the Constitution. Sorry, I don't go for that. We have to hold the powers that be responsible, let them know
that we PAY Them to uphold, protect and defend the Constitution, and insist that they do. Bullies take advantage of people who pipe
down.

Lovestosing: Is she on Crack? Sure crazed eh?

Otis, oh wow. But why would they beneKt from making the country poor? That does not yield taxes and it does yield a high welfare
payroll. I still "hear" your point loud and clear, and frankly I agree with you....as do most awake people on this forum.

DavidL, I believe she thinks she is doing good ("the gas companies should be starved out because they are causing global warming" )
but dictatorship ALWAYS comes in the guise of "Good cause" and with every "Good" reason in the book. I agree with you that she is
mentally ill, or she could not so much as suggest such controls over peoples' own money. It's grand theft and embezzlement beyond
any other, lock her up and throw away the key! Biden too if he goes for this. Time for his impeachment and imprisonment too if he
nominates her and stands behind this! We can't accept this.

Craigco46, thank you for stepping forward with concrete facts which underscore the major concerns (red alert) at hand. It' s very
good of you to do this.

Balhawk, I believe that the people will be so up in arms this has potential to cause a civil war, and there most certainly  will be legal
 action widespread. The legal action would be well deserved, if you ask me. I really hope her cause and mission fall down. Will we be
free to spend our own $ as we wish?

We have to wait and see, yesterday was supposed to be her nomination day???? Gadz! Watch the news and offer public suggestions
(at your own risk) that this crazed nut of a "person" be jailed, and Biden too! Major embezzlement, good lord! thank you all
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, increase poverty makes it easier to control poor people.  Increase taxes produces more poverty. Each level of control
does not work independently of the others.  They go hand hand so to speak.  BTW Omarova's approach is to have total digital
currency, no private banking, zero interest rate, and inuation controlled by digital contraction of money supply.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID is your body going through a detox. Stick poison in it and expect to get COVID. There is no VIRUS there are EXOSOMES that are
created by your body when you go through a detox. IF THE GERM THEORY WERE TRUE, NO ONE WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT! Vaccines
have not been anything but a way to make money for the big pharma psychopaths and to create a life long dependency on them due to the
problems that they cause.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When taking this route, in general, I am told it's the fault of the unvaccinated.  Period.  I can't seem to escape that box they put us in and
refer to Israel's 96% vax rate. "Of course there are more vax'd in the hospitals, because everyone is vax'd, there's still way fewer hospitalized
and dead BECAUSE OF THE VACCINATION." How do you Kght that argument?  I know - you don't bother.  But I have to because they're
pushing me to get the vax or be punished for not. Pfft. I want to be transparent because all my life I've seen what NOT being transparent
does - it clouds the water and no one learns a thing.  

I have been dreaming about black and white photos of people resisting vaccination in the late 1800's or early 1900's.  I keep being shown
these pictures and today I'm going to dig to Kgure out why.  We already know about Salk's earlier polio vaccine trials causing the sweeping
polio cases that scared everyone and we know this is the same type of thing.   I guess I want to know more about history, how did we resist
before?  When my Krstborn was vaccinated that Krst time, I was a 26 and didn't fear unvaccinated people, it was their choice and I made
mine.  They've twisted it - and made everybody's business everybody's business.  

I get so disgusted when I walk into stores and see masks on people.  We are social creatures, we also need that daily inuux of germs to
keep our immune systems strong.  The disgust is for the leadership that doesn't bother.  I watched a video of a giant birthday party for an
ex-president and thought to myself, "hmmm, have a giant birthday part with over 500 people, but shut down thanksgiving three months later
for society."  Wow, how do I get into that club?  The club of NO FEAR. Each day I wake up excited to have my coffee and write - I get on here
and see what my compadres have to say and feel validation for my decisions. I appreciate Dr. Mercola's endless dedication in bringing light
to this heinous subject. Then, the sun rises.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well believe me, Lovestosing6, those people you see wearing masks are still getting their fair share of germs.  In fact they are
probably inhaling even more germs then if they threw those nasty things in the trash.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alldogs - I agree.  Further destruction for our lungs - there's a reason we can't go but minutes without air, our lungs are so critical,
water is second, both should be breathed/drank with such care.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, tracy, as long as the media dominates the narrative, people will remain blind to the measures of this phony pandemic. Political
commentator Jimmy Dore has exposed Dr. John Torres, the NBC News medical correspondent, as a Big Pharma spokesperson who
is paid to poke fun at PKzer. On a recent episode of his "The Jimmy Dore Show," Dore played a viral video (see below) showing the
newscasts of CNN, NBC, CBS, Good Morning America, ABC News, MSNBC, and 60 Minutes, all of which were broadcast. "brought to
you by PKzer". "This is a story about how money inuuences corporate news," Dore said before showing the compilation.
www.brighteon.com/e3aa21dc-16bb-44f0-b9f8-a0530eb83f88  ~
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jimmy-dore-john-torres-pKzer-nbc-..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui!  Thank you! I am trying to Knd the video that shows all the newscasters saying the same thing about covid!! If you have that one
tucked away, I'd love to have it!
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true...this site has been my go-to for information and support. Well researched information from Dr. Mercola and those he
features, as well as the incredible support one receives by reading all the comments. It has been a life-saver without a doubt..thank
you all and bless you as well. Taking charge of ones health never felt so good as it does now! All of you who rejected the shots are
simply the best!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing6, just show them Israel's death totals. I don't know when Israel started their vaccinations, but it was probably close to
when the USA did (mid-Dec.2020). Just give them the last 2 weeks of 2020 as a spotter. In all of 2020, Israel had 3325 covid-19
deaths. As of yesterday, Israel has had 4818 deaths in 2021. So, if the vaccines are so safe and effective and Israel has the 2nd
highest vaccination rate in the world, shouldn't their 2021 covid-19 deaths be lower?  That's a 44% increase in deaths in 2021 over
2020.If you extrapolate those numbers and project what the total deaths will be for Israel in 2021 you get 5,567.  That's a 67%
increase in Covid-19 deaths in 2021 for Israel  compared to 2020. No one was vaccinated in 2020.

Also, show them the statistics on the Amish communities. They had herd immunity as of May 2020 and almost no deaths from it.
 They saw no doctors, hospitals, and took no pharmaceuticals. None of them are vaccinated. That says it all right there because a lot
of them are obese and that's supposedly the #1 underlying condition causing Covid-19 deaths. It didn't have any effect on the Amish.
 Go to Sharyl Attkinson's website and read the report she did on the Amish. There are several. They came out WAY AHEAD of anyone
else on the planet because they did nothing but go to church and work. Put your faith in God and family, not Big Pharma.
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You are sooo right!  History, if we study mistakes made in the past, we will not make them again, that is why they want to delete all
history.    If we are kept ignorant of all in the past, we will mindless do as told, never questioning their orders. In the meantime, at 81 I
have survived Covid free, so have most of my friends.  those who did get it, survived, even one at 95 with heart issues survived it.  Of
course, none of  them went into a hospital, nursing home, etc.  they stayed at home, self treated.
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Lovestosing, you surely are far from alone. Please know you are in good company! :-) And yes, the sun will rise. Unfortunately and
even deeply tragically, many people may suffer later on (autoimmune attack can take a while to show its symptoms, that many
people say they feel Kne after the shot should Not Necessarily give us all full peace of mind). When people suffer, they wake up.
Simple as that. And it's tragic, and we don't wish it on even one single person, yet they chose it and we can't control what other
people may choose. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/16/woman-shares-_18..  ~
www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  ~  www.emdmillipore.com/.../MDA_CHEM-807485  ~
 www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf  The day will come when they realize that we are the smart
ones.
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Safe and effective? Jail any doctor who says such a thing, given the VAERS reports and video footage on the web. Sue them in court for
false and misleading claims! www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e
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And it will be worse with children. For surgeon Dr. Lee Merritt, there is no way to justify experimentation with children by forcing
them to take deadly vaccines against the Wuhan coronavirus. Merritt voiced his views when she was interviewed Tuesday, November
9, by "Connecting The Dots" host and conservative political commentator Dan Happel for Brighteon.TV.
www.brighteon.com/1e6a14a6-1a8f-4617-9607-d01d3e1ec109
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THE UNITY PROJECT — CONCERNED PARENTS COORDINATE OPPOSITION TO CALIFORNIA’S K-12 COVID VACCINE MANDATE
PLAN. A coalition of concerned parents, business leaders, teachers and other professionals throughout California have founded The
Unity Project in opposition to California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s plan to impose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate on the state’s K-12
students once the U.S. Food and Drug Administration fully authorizes vaccines for this age group.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/the-unity-project-california-gavin..  (11/15/21)
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If I hear safe and effective ONE MORE TIME!!!  They can't say that for this, you're right, it's misleading as all git out!  Those who are
deep in the narrative truly believe it's S&E, as well as has saved the planet from a Spanish Flu type incident.   Pfft, crazy, right?  When
we know 99%+ are already immune.  But again, as with Polio - 90% didn't even know they had it - and the 10% (during the crisis) were
heavy sugar eaters (I think this doctor was near the Hershey Factory) and when he put sugar together with the worst cases and
made it public knowledge, the rates of polio dropped 1000% the following winter.  The backlash came from the candy maker - there's
no proof, and the following winter the cases ramped right back up.  People are so dumb.
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Side effect are lies. There are two basic types of lies: a lie is present when we intentionally say something that is untrue and also when we
intentionally omit truths. However, side effects themselves are lies.  Every so-called "side effect" is a real effect. It might not be a real effect
of the treatment, but it is always a real effect, even when it is imaginary. Unfortunately, clinical studies often treat side effects as if they
were random consequences, like the roll of a die. But no, every side effect is a real effect with a real cause.  Calling it a "side effect" is often
intentional ignorance that enables intentional ignoring of cause and consequences.

And that's what happens to vaccine negative consequences. They are classed as "possible adverse consequences" and then simply ignored
when they occur - a wave of the "but those cases are extremely rare" is suncient - no search for cause is required. Many "side effects"
would be classed as newly discovered diseases if we studied diseases by "cause." But when we name diseases by signs and symptoms, the
lie enteres. We have pericarditis instead of "vaccine damage to the heart". It's a lie. It's not a new type of heat damage - it's a new type of
vaccine damage.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the qualiKcation of the term "effects" by the adjectival "side" is so that "effects" are minimized by their description as being
something that is apart from the major aspect and is therefore presumed to be of MINOR IMPORTANCE ~ like your DEATH is a
MINOR EFFECT ~ tailor made for Zombie Consumption Versatile
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are facing real damages against people who are suffering and will suffer the serious consequences of the Spike protein, with
loss of immunity, hyperinuammation and DNA damage. The Testimonials Project was created to provide a platform for all those who
were affected after receiving the covid-19 vaccines, and to ensure that their voices are heard as they are not heard in the Israeli
media. www.vaxtestimonies.org/en
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Also. THE TERM ‘VACCINE HESITANCY’ IS PATRONIZING AND PRESUMPTUOUS. HERE’S WHY. Vaccine hesitancy encodes a smug
certainty that oncial messaging on the vaccines is reliable, that reigning medical paradigms are sound and that the knowledge
medical science produces is trustworthy — none of which is true. The term “vaccine hesitancy” is patronizing and presumptuous. It
encodes a smug certainty that oncial messaging on the vaccines is reliable, that reigning medical paradigms are sound, that the
knowledge medical science produces is trustworthy. Science is real! Duh.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-hesitancy-medical-paradigm..  (11/15/21)
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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Versatile, This statement you make is a perfect demonstration of why your cause / cure approach to medicine is superior to the
symptom/treatment approach. Keep up the great work! Someday we can change Health protocol to your method of getting to cures.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You just reminded me of contraindications - I read the contraindications on a sheet of paper the doctor had printed prior to my
daughter's 2 mo vaccines.   I said to him, "we have two contraindications on here."  I showed him the two.  He said, "Ah, hardly ever
happens, these things are so benign (straight from Ont's fat mouth) ... After her violent reaction, I brought her in and he said, "Yup,
she's sick.  Be sure and bring her back for her 4 mo shots."  I rolled my eyes, pfft, 'you'll never see me again,' is what my brain
shouted.  "Even if she's still stick?" (I have no idea what prompted me to ask that.)  I can't say his response verbatim, but my brain
heard, "It's like injecting a vitamin, it will make her stronger."  AND I think that's what people really think.  These shots will make them
stronger.  We are truly in the dark ages of medicine - we still poison the body thinking it's helping the body.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the greatest direct "effect" is psychological.  Being scared (to death), confused, locked-down, locked-out of work/business
and now being shamed and socially ostracized has resulted in addictions, overdoses and suicide...just like more military casualties
from heroic service than enemy Kre!  This makes the media public enemy #1...And why the political divide when 2-party "politics"
itself is another fabrication of reality?   To take medical advice from a bureaucrat-inspired fear scenario, backed-up by pinhead news
anchors and fake journalists and reinforced by idiots on the street ignorant of even what is H2O is our insanity.  Stressed by fear,
confusion and loss of personal control; people lose the ability to make rational decisions and physical immune strength as their
bodies are riddled with acidic sympathetic hormones. It's belief in yet another religion feeding off death-consciousness where fearful
low-voltage believers are manipulated like silly-putty....Sans viral involvement, how many have been burned in this global inquisition?
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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stoneharbor, stanleybecker and lovestosing6: yes, this understanding is a consequence of studying causes and cures as opposed to
marketing treatments. but wait, there's more. The terms "side effects" "adverse consequences", and "contraindications" are all used
to lie about real causes and real effects.  The same can be said of placebo effects. They are exactly the same - lies used to avoid
investigation, to avoid understanding. There are many causes of so-called placebo effects. When we attribute them to the "mind" of
the patient, or their beliefs, we are dismissing those real causes - losing the opportunity to study them scientiKcally. And when we
extend the concept of placebo effects "all postive effects not caused by the treatment", our focus on the treatment blinds us to most
causes of patient improvement. A covenient consequece - if you are selling drugs in competition to so-called "alternative"
treatments.

The only difference between a side effect or "potential negative consequences" or "contraindications" and placebo effects is the
direction. Both are lies. Side effects are negative effects that we don't take seriously and don't study - often used to dismiss real
negative effects. Placebo effects are positive effects that we don't take seriously and don't study - often used to dismiss real positive
effects. Both of these concepts come from the concepts explored in the book A New Theory of Cure, a comprehensive study of
intentional causes and effects, beginning with elementary causes of illness and cures and combing those elements to cover more
complex and compound types of illness and disease. to your health, tracy.
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Guillermou: Vaccine Hesitancy is an accusation, nothing more. In addition, it is an accusation that can be made against anyone
ranging from someone who fears needles even a bit, to someone who has a personal belief against a speciKc vaccine, or against
vaccines in general, to someone who has seen a family member injured or die from a vaccine, or any other level of resistance for any
reason. Vaccine hesitancy, like anti-vaxxer, is a manipulative accusation, from which there is no possible defense.

Both provide proof that our medical systems are based on politics (corporate sales politics taking over government politics), not on
science.   The term "pseudoscience" is a similar term - used to accuse, but because it is not scientiKc, no defense is possible.  THis
results in claims that a "vaccine caused autism" to be characterized as pseudoscience, even though it is scientiKcally impossible to
prove "vaccines cannot cause autism."

The term vaccine hesitance is used to level all instances and compare them to being "afraid of the needle". I'd be happy to take a
needle with nothing in it, or a saline solution - if they would give me my Vaccine Passport, another manipulative phrase. to your
health, tracy
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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forbiddenhealing It's more than psychological, it's manipulative. Intentional creation of and increasing fear to manipulate people,
families, even countries.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on.  All sophistry to push an agenda that is detrimental to public health.  There are also less polite terms that can very well
describe this.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I were to be "one of those to suffer from these adverse consequences, it matters a lot.  I prefer to stay SAFE from them.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Versatile, "Side effects" including heart inuammation, death, seizures, paralysis, are better known as medical maiming and
extraordinary health damage on a par with murderous violent crime. "Side effects" are the penultimate euphemism, and you are right,
that statement is a lie. Thank you for calling htis out and for your true focus on true cures. BRAVO!!!

Regarding "vaccine hesitancy" as an accusation, it is more than that. Coupled with all this "Anti vaxx" BS and the fact that people are
doing nothing more than protecting themselves from an untested genetic modiKcation shot, it is violent bullying and has to be widely
called out as such. It is as if they are recruiting a gang to taunt and bully the "vaccine hesitant" as if such a thing does not even
reuect pure commonsense...which it does! Wherever there is an untested medical "Experiment" HA! (I think they know the basics of
autoimmune physiology and exactly what they are inducing with these "vaccines". Experiment?)

Dordee, when a friend said she is concerned that people get vaccinated to stay safe, I answered that I want her to be safe, stay away
from the vaccines, look at the VAERS Kgures which the CDC says represent only 1% of the true Kgure,s and which the FDA says
represent anywhere from 1-10%. So what gives? It's maniacal to jump off a bridge without looking, yet the vaccine maniacs are
rushing with glee to get a genetic modiKcation shot misnamed a "vaccine" Which has not been tested as required for a minimum of
10 years or better yet 15, and whose "Side effects" are already coming out in uying colors, yet claimed to be unknown. What fools
these mortals be!
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To all: thanks for your support. One of my lifetime goals is to remain mRNA Manipulation Free.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a perfect example of what I was talking about yesterday concerning these mRNA jabs turning off the killer-T cells TLR 3,7, & 8. While
you may  be temporarily immune to Sars-Cov-2, you are now more vulnerable to all other infections like common cold, uu, bacterial, and
mold infections.  Imagine what this might do to a hospital patient that gets a Staph-infection?  The University of Michigan mandated all
students had to get the Covid-19 Jab back in July. news.umich.edu/university-of-michigan-to-require-covid-19-vaccination-..  Now, less
than 6 months later they are having a major uu outbreak (worst one in history). They had 313 uu cases last week alone:
 www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/uu-rips-through-university-of-michigan-brin..  This is just the beginning folks. Remember, they only make
money if you are sick. Just walk away from the medical system!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please check my comment under the Sharyl Attkinson post - an entire Dr Been lecture w graphics on the Kndings in Sweden on the
suppression of DNA repair in the cells...and the shots alone suppress the immune system, about 15% per shot. This is indeed setting
up as a uu-borne winter.
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jamNjim
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Real, are you referencing Atkinson's website?
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks JamNJim. Uniting aspects of immunity reduction. COVID vaccines damage your lymph nodes, leading to inuammation. Cells
that do not die, absorb the mRNA and begin to produce Spike proteins, so they will be recognized as virus producers and will be
attacked by the complement system. We also have the ADE effect that causes hyperinuammation. They also damage natural killer T
cells. Also in this study, 70.56% of the patients who were not in the ICU had reduced levels of total T lymphocytes, CD4 and CD8 T
lymphocytes. ICU patients showed an even higher proportion, with 95% of patients showing a decrease in total T cells and CD4 T
cells. 100% of ICU patients also had low levels of CD8 T lymphocytes.
www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conKrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..  

In this study, people who double-inject between the ages of 40 and 70 have already lost about 40 percent of their immune system
capacity from the moment they inject. Then they progressively lose more over time, with a peak loss of the immune system for many
expected to arrive at Christmas. Your immune system is deteriorating about 5% per week (between 2.7% and 8.7%). If this continues,
people in their 30s to 50s will have 100% immune system degradation, zero viral defense by Christmas, and all double-vaccinated
people over 30 will have lost their immune system by March of next year. "If this continues, people ages 30 to 50 will have 100%
immune system degradation, zero viral defense by Christmas, and all doubly vaccinated people over 30 will have lost their immune
system by March of next year," reports The Exposé. theexpose.uk/2021/10/10/comparison-reports-proves-vaccinated-developin..
 ((October 10, 2021)
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Wow, that's startling Gui! We can only hope that doctors like Dr. Ardis can come up with therapeutics that will help mitigate the
damages and risks caused by these jabs.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, this will make the AIDS epidemic look like nothing

😔
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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No, the second article today. Sorry short on time...its below Gui's comment at the bottom of the Sharyl Attkinson article TODAY -
msg me if you still cannot Knd it.
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Thanks Real!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The shots are particularly useless in seniors.". The shots are 'useless' to EVERYONE. That being said; they are deKnitely dangerous! The
talking heads continue to tell us that seniors are at greater risk of dying from covid. I've got news for you...those who live in gooberment
"care" facilities, have been fully shot up. Now; they are dropping like uies - from the nanobot shot!!! We are supposed to "believe" that
seniors are at greater risk. Well; I'm a senior and no covid has come near me, in all this time (of tyranny). There are also many other seniors
in my area, who also aren't afraid of the covid monster - and they haven't been sick, either!  COVID IS A GLOBAL PSYOPS! The "New Normal"
that they 'promised', is nothing but deception!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randy, older people have a compromised immune system if they do not eat well and take supplements like those recommended
by Dr. Mercola, and the booster shots further weaken the immune system and damage DNA, and over time their health will be very
compromised. Now we have for everyone booster injections and vigilance for compliance with poisonous injections. Dr. Gal Ehrlich
and Maier Fenster of Ehrlich & Fenster have uncovered evidence showing that a US technology patent was approved, to track and
monitor people's digital activity in order to issue a social credit score based on in compliance with the Wuhan coronavirus.

The patent proposes to collect personal information of people from their mobile devices, the use of applications and browsing
habits on social networks. There is also language suggesting that people's payment and medical records will also be included in the
surveillance sweep. Fascism and medical and political tyranny.
www.blacklistednews.com/article/81143/new-patent-proposes-digital-surv..  (November 7, 2021)
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Randyfast
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Thanks, Gui. I know exactly what this is about and it is the "End Game". Here is what is creeping up on us; and most people (including
Christians) can't even see it: The Mark of the Beast! With the total evil that is surrounding us; how can anybody deny it?
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…and nothing new about deception

✌
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, monsters have to be taken out of their closets, and into the light.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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The Jab/s are failing enormously though it's promoted to be protecting. So what?  The reality seems to be out of 100 people 1 might get
sick with Covid. Out of 100 who actually get sick with Covid 1 of those people will die. Of the people who get sick or die from Covid the
majority, nearly all are the  people we are told Jab/s are going to protect. Yet to this day the Money Machine Megaphones preach get a Jab
so you don't get sick, pass it on or die.

Now, including children who have what appears to be far better immunity than healthy adults. The Truth lives far away from this Lie. “When
we put all these data together, we have clear-cut science the Jab/s are failing wholesale,” McCullough says. The shots are particularly
useless in seniors when seniors are Kve times more likely to die from the shot than from the natural infection." Sad to say I have been a
witness to this.

Added to the LIe, people don't want to work - "You can feel the tension in America. People are walking off the job. They don’t want to lose
their jobs, but they don’t want to die of the vaccine! It’s very clear. They say, ‘Listen, I don’t want to die. That’s the reason I’m not taking the
vaccine.’ It’s just that clear.” Another manipulated piece of info in Legacy Media, radio silence as to the true number of people who have
seen what wins, do I work to collect a paycheck & risk severe injury, maybe death or do I resist?

As throughout this Scam it is the unspoken messages speaking volumes. At this point to many have seen someone close enough to know a
person who fell off a cliff to suffer debilitation or death so as to realize shaky short term gains are not worth one's health or life. Worth
noting, most likely the yearly uu jab ritual falls in a similar territory. How many here have experienced stopping the uu shot and rarely if ever
have a cold let alone uu anymore?
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Some much needed attention is the other Legacy Media, Big Pharma, Fauci/Gates/Rockefeller Medical MaKa lockdown, no early
intervention or treatments & the vicious attacks on those who care enough to attempt to treat someone back to health. How do we
know when Big Pharma has a fairly safe affective treatment that works? It is generally those they suppress or deny in favor of a
different treatment Krmly in the category of we have a pill for that & you can learn to  enjoy it along with all the other pills for that to
follow to treat ever growing side affects.

Looks like foundation work to You Will Own Nothing and You Will Like it. Leap frogging off our non healthcare system where we are
never to be healthy but we are supposed to like it. Or, our Food Supply & Processed 'Stuff' void of nutrition or the real taste of what
nature offers, because so many Have Learned to Like It. (Actually not true, its addictive attractive uuff keeping one constantly trying
to Kll the nagging empty feeling in their guts and being as the body cry's out for real nutrition.) Also Dr. Cambell has a new video
explaining how and why Ivermectin works if applied early enough. It not only jams up the virus's ability itself to insert it into a cell, it
jams up the keyhole used by the virus.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, your words are a great reality. What is increasingly clear is that people fall ill and die from vaccines and the treatments
imposed for Covid, by the medical tyranny of Biden and Fauci, which are dominated by the Pharmaceutical MaKa and the globalist
elite of Davos. Many "health care providers" are in large corporate practices and clinics run by managers who follow the protocols
passed down by the NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO, and AMA all of which are inuuenced by Big Pharma. In other words, the approval and
application of the medicine has a serious conuict of interest.

The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes life-threatening and is admitted to hospital.
Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up
dead on ventilators. Some Positive Reactions: Nebraska Attorney General Doug Peterson issued a legal opinion on October 14,
saying his once will not seek disciplinary action against physicians who prescribe ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine as unapproved
drugs to treat or prevent the Wuhan coronavirus.

The legal opinion is in response to a request from Nebraska Health Department Executive Director Dannette Smith. The department
licenses and disciplines physicians, and Smith has asked whether it would be "considered illegal or subject to discipline" for
physicians to use ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, or other "off-label" drugs to treat or prevent COVID-19.
www.theepochtimes.com/doctors-can-prescribe-ivermectin-hydroxychloroqu..
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Ivermectin has been promoted by legislators, talk show hosts, and doctors, and its effectiveness in treating COVID-19 has been
extended through social media to millions of people who don't want to get vaccinated. It has also been used in countries like India
and Brazil. About 97 percent of Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) cases in the Delhi metropolitan area of India have been treated
effectively thanks to the widespread use of ivermectin. At the beginning of the year, India faced a devastating wave after the
coronavirus vaccine. This post-vaccine outbreak affected the country differently. In states that did not use ivermectin, cases
skyrocketed. But data shows that at the end of May, this second wave of COVID-19 was under control in parts of the country that
were treating patients with ivermectin. 100percentfedup.com/report-ivermectin-obliterated-97-of-covid-cases-in..  

The government of Uttar Pradesh, which has a population of more than 240 million, said on Friday that 33 of its districts are
"COVID-free" and that the state has a total of only 199 active cases, the Hindustan Times reported. The state said the COVID-19
recovery rate has improved to 98.7%. The Indian Express reported in May, as noted by Gateway Pundit, that Uttar Pradesh was the
Krst state in India to introduce large-scale prophylactic and therapeutic use of ivermectin.
www.wnd.com/2021/09/major-nation-credits-maligned-horse-dewormer-drama..
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't need to read this one.  I knew this pretty much from the get-go.  All I had to see was the lying media pushing the vaccine like it was
vitamin. Never even for a second considered getting the jab.  I have had a ton of vaccines in my life and if I knew then what I know now, I
would have never taken any vaccine.  I was forced to get a polio shot when I was a little girl.  It took 5 people to hold me down.  Then there
was the time when I went to nursing school and had to get a boatload of vaccines.  

If I could do my life over, I would have been a hard core anti-vaxxer. I applaud those who have the wisdom to not vaccinate their children.  I
saw a video once of 2 groups of children.  One group had gotten all their recommended vaccinations and the other was children who had
never had any vaccine.  The vaccine group was throwing temper tantrums and screaming  The vaccine free children were all sitting together
on the uoor playing quietly and happily enjoying the company of their friends.  That is when I became an anti-vaxxer.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Criminality beyond compare with what children are put through before the age of 10.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The one thing I learned in life is anything being pushed at a level as high as these covid19 jabs are being pushed means there's a
hidden agenda. There's no investigative reporting. All MSM outlets repeat the exact same words (rehearsed and choreographed). All
that means is Lies and Deception for something really evil.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such a crazy world we live in.  "....our agencies are not being transparent and honest with America about vaccine safety."   There is no way
that I believe what the FDA, the CDC, the NIH or any other governmental branch says about the covid shot or really any other thing now.  I
will never get that jab.  I can say that I have taken hydroxychloroquine for almost a year now.  I have not changed my life style, still go to the
gym several times a week, go out to eat, go to friend's houses and I have not gotten covid.  I have had friends who have had it but none of
my friends who take HCQ or Ivemec have gotten covid---not one.  Knock on wood but it does appear that both are a great preventative.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Hummmmm.......what do you say to a  friend or relative  who took the Jab even after you asked and suggested they should not take the
Jab??? What do ya say when they are shaking and convulsing and gasping and gagging? What soul;d one say to them.....??  "I told ya so"  
maybe stick out your tongue :P..... Or" Im SORRRY......!!! Think about the many who RAMMED that Needle in some kid's arm......KNOWING
you just MURDERED another kid... Or the MILLIONS of  suicides and revenge MURDERS all over  a Covid19 Scam...???   Man,  we gots to
plan on what to do with the nut cases  that KNOW they are gonna expire within a few days or hours???or the Medical people...who will be
the Krst to be attacked.....ya know the ones that 'RAMMED the KILLER NEEDLE in My Sons ARM....
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than we have to WORRY  about 5G...the directed energy weapons  aimed at YOU!!!!!!!!!! and you know that elite pack of sick-os  are
gonna be  dancing=====>    www.youtube.com/watch
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What do you say when you Knd out your two friends just got their boosters and uu shots three days prior to being in a mountain
cabin together for Kve days -- only to have one of them hospitalized with Hodgkin Lymphoma/heart failure/or bacterial infection...
that's what the paper said, in that order, the minute they got back?  His mother just passed, cancer, she wasn't afraid of covid EVER.
 Strong lady, a light in this world.  So he put his stuff on hold to handle that.  My heart just breaks for the lies being told right now.  It's
a failed experiment, but what do I know?  Keep injecting under the EUA when there's plenty of proof we can do this without the shots.
 Ugh
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ya know...........when this 5G is all set up and ready to fry....I wonder is AI gonna just wipe out earth in one single attack or several
timed attacks........or occasional swipes at select cities or areas or countries???   OK I am very very positive that 5G...AKA  directed
energy weapons will be the Final Culling tool....its so  perfect...so cleaver....so brilliant...its the Ultimate elimination tool..... leaved
 building standing and power companies still operating and no bombing rubble or mechanical mess .........most roadways are still
passable and useable ...almost everything is working........the only thing missing is YOU and your Family and friends and neighbours
.....just a few billions  rotting stinking bodies...laying in the gutters and in bed  dead  and schools with dead kids sitting at desks and
teachers  smoked  .....cops cooked ......bus divers dead  in buses of dead ....

think of the stench of it.....dead dogs and cattle and people and cats  birds..frogs n bats and even the tax collectors and garbage
men.  bankers......well they might be considered as "Authorized Personnel"  allowed into the Bunkers Underground  away from all the
Beams and lazor beams and audio cannon jeeps . and assorted  RF Poisoning 5G Directed Energy Weapons cleverly disguised as
"cell Phone Towers" ...now  the cashless world is 'Just around the corner"  ....
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yeah....and they call me names and spit at me..laugh and try to degrade me .,,the Old Man in a cave...yeah an old
Troglodyte...yadayadayada.  but I have a sound system that hard to beat,,,,and its heard all over from MyMountain..and this part of
the mountain is mine,,,so its My Mountain....and its is quite nice .....so I start my next song here
www.reddit.com/r/TheTikiHut/comments/lxscwt/mac_davis_its_hard_to_be_h..   :)  Enjoy !! From MyMountain......smilling  and Im 76
and weigh 63 kg and mostly eat MEAT....beef and venison...eggs and honey ,sweet potatoes  n sometimes watermelon and potatoes
 ...and blueberries and cream
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the message is clear ~ its reiteration  over and over again is noted ~ but its comprehension is retarded by the most threatening disease that
humanity has ever had to face ~ the Death of the Brain !! ~ the Death of the Brain has many causes ~ the Media blocks out the cortical
neurological thought processes ~ Television is particularly virulent ~ the systematic propaganda onslaught blocks out the enquiring mind ~
the insidious relentless repetition of thought destroying signals and machine enhanced empty language destroys all thought ~ this is the
basic origin of the BRAIN DEAD Society that has evolved into Zombie Culture ~ the key characteristic of the Zombie is
"THOUGHTLESSNESS"

what is the antidote to this malady ~ what can the Zombie do to release his mindlessness from its prison of subhuman brain deKciency?? ~
this seems to be the major problem that Modern Society faces with the threat of liquidation by Pharma Control of the lack of thought
processes evident in Modern Society ~ education does not seem to alleviate this condition ~ most Zombies can read and write and yet
their analytical and critical functions are permanently switched off ~ the lassitude of the Zombie mental effort is assuaged by the Junk
Food Industry that whispers in the Zombie ear that slurping beer and scarKng crisps are more pleasurable than HUMAN THOUGHT ~ this is
the most obvious explanation as to why the Zombie lines up for the Death Shot because you get a free beer if you do

Pavlov saw it all when he was able to predict how dogs {who are supposedly mindless} would salivate at the ringing of a bell if that stimulus
was associated with some token of reward {BEER}~ Pavlov knew that the consciousness of the Zombie was paralleled by the
consciousness of the canine ~ every human being that tells you proudly that they have done their civic duty and taken the Death Shot and
therefore righteously proclaim that it is YOUR DUTY to do the same is BRAIN DEAD and will pay the price for his/her FOLL
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Unfortunately Stan, menticide is part of the psychopathic strategy of the Davos mandates. It is the historical tradition of the
billionaire families who run Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world's Knancial systems, the absorption of all
monopolies and companies and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and
developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to deliver the Knal coup de grace to the world
economy.

We must state the obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel,
researcher and political scientist deKned the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by his government, including
genocide, politicide and mass murder". According to Rummel, democracy went to war as the leading cause of unnatural death in the
20th century, and as we enter the 21st century, not only does it show no signs of stopping, but it appears to be the desired and
planned form of death for hundreds of people. of millions or even billions of innocent people around the world.
survivaldan101.com/how-can-so-many-lies-and-so-much-evidence-of-fraud-..  

Tyranny is a self-destructive system and although the people have not consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant, they
have a moral responsibility to break the bond of submission established with the despot. He argues that individuals often associate
and remain under the yoke of the tyrant for the supposed security afforded them, but that it actually translates into exploitation.
However, although their freedom is restricted, the subject naturally has the desire for freedom. Let's hope that people will abandon
their lethargy as the most relevant data on the damages of the "vaccines" come to light. Let's hope it's not too late to wake the
zombie world from menticide.
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Gui ~ to "wake the zombie world from menticide" as you put it is a contradiction of terms as the Zombie is characterized by being
BRAIN DEAD ~ what is required is the END OF ZOMBIEDOM ~ and this will only be possible when the Television is permanently
switched off ~ this is basic to any change in society ~ the Television is the ultimate source of JUNK BRAINS which is the Disease
vector of Universal Zombiedom
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Is this like    ...." collateral damage"...?..like they are gonna do with 5G....which is 'Civilian Talk"  about Directed Energy Weapons
sgp.fas.org/.../R46925.pdf   sgp.fas.org/.../R45098.pdf
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robb ~ there is more than one way to skin a cat ~ psychopathic intentions abound in the imaginings of the demonic and
Frankensteinian ~ look at the Snake's upbringing in the heart of Eugenics Insanity ~ Snake Senior was the High Priest of the
Eugenics Cult in the USA ~ put that in your pipe and smoke it
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Stanley........you forgot a Lifetime of "Fluoridation Poisoning"  along with ingestion of boatloads of Glyphosate and SULFURYL
FLUORIDE  the bug stuff sprinkled over your produce .............oh yes  it's all in what one eats..... What is sulfuryl uuoride Sulfuryl
uuoride is a colorless, odorless gas. It is used to fumigate buildings  and some stored agricultural products like grains. Sulfuryl
uuoride is used  to control a wide range of pests. Some of these include bed bugs, termites,  rats, and mice. And Stanley.....I Don't
Smoke anything....
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Stanley, I remember when it wasn't always this bad. MSM often reported real news. I recall watching the evening news one day in the
late 1990's. I believe it was NBC with Brian Williams as the host and Nancy Snyderman was their medical expert. They presented a 5
year study on STATINS! They followed more than 10,000 patients that had had a heart attack and were put on statins. They tracked
those that chose to take the statins vs. those that opted out. Many people opt out because the drugs make them too sick. They
found that the average death rate after a heart attack between the statin and non-statin groups was the SAME!

The goal of the study was to prove how statins lengthen your lifespan after a major cardiac event. The study proved it made no
difference. There was one thing different. The cause of death between the 2 groups was different. The HA victims that took statins
mostly died from other causes (mostly cancer). The HA victims that took nothing went on to die from a HA. There was no spin. It
was good investigative reporting. Fast forward to today and every news station is a political activist platform.
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Can the “vaccine” actually kill a human being? Yes. Does it kill many? Yes, about 15,000 but the real number might be hundreds of
thousands. Does the same thing happen in other countries? Yes. When are experimental medical interventions recalled? When the
death toll reaches 50. Why has the mRNA “vaccine” not been recalled? Because it’s not a vaccine, it’s a bioweapon.  Weapons are
used by one side to knock out the other side when there is a war on. So why is everyone surprised when our enemies try to kill us -
you would not expect them to send us uowers and chocolates or rubber bullets.I don’t know the answer. Yes, Stan, the message is
clear and could not be clearer. You are a man of truth and and integrity, can you explain the refusal to accept that our enemies are
not our friends and we must try defend ourselves from them just as we fought back against the Luftwaffe in the last world war?
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hi Jam ~ thank you for the reply ~ as to the media being more factual 30 years ago ~ my impression is that the Propaganda
Maxchine had not reached the pitch that is associated with today's network output ~ the power of Pharma had not yet been
consolidated by the ownership cabals and the advent of Pharma advertising revenues for editorial pressure to conform ~ the lack of
decisive ownership of the networks allowed news items that were not as rigorously manipulated ~ today the Snake even controls the
BBC which once was thought of as an independent people's outlet ~ there is no such thing as maverick news coverage now ~ only
regulated news that Reuter designs and proselytizes ~ hence the observation that "they all read from the same script" ~ McLuhan
must be turning in his grave
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hi Cabochon ~ your question ~ "the refusal to accept that our enemies are not our friends" ~ you mention WW2 which immediately
brings to mind Neville Chamberlain's refusal to accept the inevitability of Hitler's theology with the resort to appeasement that Hitler
interpreted as weakness ~ but that is history which revolves around the randomness of human personality ~ from a psychological
perspective why would the brutal sadism of the dominant classes lead to masochistic acquiescence??

why are the Masses so passive that they lack the energy to defend themselves? ~ is this your question? ~ if you look at the situation
in the Warsaw Ghetto which was walled and totally surrounded with 300000 humans conKned in a space barely large enough for
40000 ~ they knew that they were consigned to death as those that were transported were never heard of again ~ only when they
were reduced to about 40000 remaining did they take on the Wehrmacht ~ they were unarmed but prepared to use their lives as
opposition

Goebbels Diaries stated that it would be a three day resistance as artillery and tanks were brought in to uatten the Ghetto ~ it took 6
weeks and 3000 German soldiers lives to murder the remaining 40000 ~ the Germans used more artillery on the Ghetto than when
they took the whole of Warsaw ~ not since Alexander's last stand at Thebes has so few defended themselves against such huge
odds ~ it must always be with great reluctance that Pyrrhic victories to the death like Masada take place

Ghandi managed to utilize the policy of non cooperation ~ the charisma of a leading Kgure once again focuses on personality ~ the
reason that they rationalize enemies to be friends is FEAR ~ fear of being punished by unequal forces ~ yes, they are numerically
superior but organizationally inferior ~ the moment of insurrection comes when "all is lost" ~ until then they are as TS Eliot put it
"straw men/ hollow men/ leaning together?" ~ just random thoughts ~ cheers and love stan
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Stan, your ‘random thoughts’ are an interesting expose of the psychological background to the ‘herd instinct’ perhaps,  which sort of
brings to mind the instinctive, survival reaction of family pets when they hunker down under the table during a noisy Krework display.
  They know they cannot Kght against it and are unsure of the source but would no doubt Kght to the death if confronted on a one to
one basis with “the enemy” - like your last surviving 40,000 in the ghetto. They have nothing left to lose but their lives. “Numerically
superior but organisationally inferior” - appears to be at the root of the failure of the masses to defend themselves, coupled with the
powerful weapon of fear, of course. To add to the mix, we have the phenomenon of “stepping outside the box”  It appears the
majority of mainstream media addicts happily accept the oncial narrative and are quite content to cover their faces and follow
whatever unscientiKc, illogical and unreasonable mandates are issued by our puppet governments as long as they don’t have to think
for themselves or switch off their TV. They may not even be aware they have the choice of peaceful non compliance but assume
these are compulsory edicts which must be obeyed.
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There is certain comfort in “following orders”, I suppose, or in conformity with oncialdom more as a display of “good citizenship”,
than any endeavour towards independent scientiKc enquiry. I was reminded of this at a recent meet up of local artists, some of
whom wore masks presumably as an example to the rest of us to be compliant. Now that we know that the present war against
humanity is a continuation of Nazi genocide ideology it makes sense that a kind of “masochistic acquiescence” as you call it, might
be a potent factor in preventing wholesale insurrection. Then of course, odd that you should bring personality, power and leadership
into the mix as I have often wished for some charismatic character to step forward and lead us out of the abyss. There are plenty of
studies that those with low power perceive themselves as less human than those in positions of great power
 pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26020267 . The  idea seemed conKrmed when I talked to one or two members of the same art group
about today’s situation (“Well, there’s nothing we can do about it”). Clearly, however many doctors speak out about the atrocities, we
lack the leadership or powerful personality to lead the masses out of their self imposed capitulation to genocide. I think you have
answered my question. Thanks.
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So bottom line, Covid is a bio weapon, so are the jabs.  Why aren't more people aware of this?  Why are they so gullible?  They don't even
realize it when they get sick after receiving the so-called vaccines or a family member dies.  They now blame the unvaccinated for the
world's Covid mess.  I just don't get it, why do most people believe all the bullshit that the media spews out?  Why don't more people
question what else is going on, like rising costs for food and the price of houses?  I have so many questions, why don't others?
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Yesterday I witnessed direct proof of just how brainwashed even doctors are. I saw a neurologist for a follow up consult for my new
neuropathy. As we were chatting, he touted the myth of the holy mask and his opinion, “that while everyone makes their choice about the
vaccine-for now- at least we have the masks”. I have reached the stage where I will no longer let these ridiculous lies pass. I’m always try to
be respectful, but I simply can no longer remain silent. I replied back, “Sadly, masks do nothing to stop the spread of viruses.” The doctor,
who was busy tapping on his keyboard, uinched a bit, but recovered. He responded something about “The Science”. Oh yes, the Holy Grail
of Covid…Follow the SCIENCE!

It reminds me of that song from my youth where the singer tells us “She blinded me with SCIENCE!” So I responded “Well, there is good
science and then there is BAD science. You only have to watch people doing “this” (and I rubbed my nose through my mask) and this (I
continued touching my mask) to realize all the bacteria that are being transferred onto the masks and breathed down into people’s lungs.
The masks do not prevent viruses from passing in or out, because they are so microscopic, they simply pass through all masks that
everyone is wearing. Masks do nothing to protect us.” His reply was that that is why we all should be wearing good masks, not uimsy ones,
like bandanas.

It isn’t a good feeling to realize that the specialist doctor who holds the key to Kguring out a major problem with your health is an
uninformed, brainwashed idiot. It conKrmed my suspicion that most doctors simply believe the drivel spoon fed to them through their AMA
journal and never take the time to look into the actual research themselves. They must no longer be taught critical thinking skills or how to
pick apart research studies to determine if they are valid and reliable. He later gave me a copy of his latest published research and
conKrmed what I suspected-brilliant idiot.
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You may want to Knd an "Integrative neurologist" - dump this one and move quickly to a more uexibly trained doctor. Its not easy,
there are not that many around trained both ways.
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You may want to Knd a holistic approach for your neuropathy.
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“ 50% of reported deaths after COVID-19 “vaccination” occur within 24 hours; 80% occur within the Krst week.” How do we know this to be
true? There are many reports of people dying months after their shots, due to clotting problems or “breakthrough” covid. But are these
being tallied up accurately?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not think that they are being counted.  Before so many people were vaccinated then if they were hit by a car but tested positive
from covid then they died from covid.  Interesting now a covid death is not counted as covid unless it is within a certain time period.
 I cannot remember the time period but it is short --- something like two weeks after the jab.
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And do they not count deaths before the two week mark?  Is that still a thing? A man my age died two days after the shot - an athletic
man.  Then I look at all the deaths around the world - is it when they strain the heart that they die?  I'm sure this man went running
because after the Krst shot, you don't feel bad - the feeling bad comes after the second shot for many.   I've seen charts on these
numbers - I think it was in the darkhorse podcast with Dr. Robert Malone, Bret Weinstein, and the covid relief fund guy ... that might
help with that - it's three hours, but it's time stamped so you can fast forward to the VAERS charts.
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The CDC's VAERS gives you numbers. The largest group of people dying after the shot die within 24 hours of getting it. The next
largest group is 48 hours. The next largest group is 72 hours and so on.
vaersanalysis.info/2021/11/12/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-thro..  If the vaccine wasn't causing these deaths then every
day after the vaccination would have the same number of deaths. There's a dramatic difference between the number of deaths 24
hours after getting the jab and 2 weeks after getting it.

Look at the total deaths in the USA so far at 8456. Then scroll down about 4 charts to "Number of Deaths by Day After Covid-19
Shot" and you see that in the 1st 48 hours there are 4289 deaths. That's 51% of the vaccine related deaths occurring  in the 1st 48
hours. Notice on that graph they have DAY ZERO! Almost 1700 deaths occur immediately after getting the shot! Now go out to day 7
and you have a total of 7,178 deaths.  That's 85%, not 80%. I'm sure when this report was being written there were fewer deaths
because these charts just got updated. They update once a week and they are typically a week behind.
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rense.com/.../tpten.htm   Top Ten American War Criminals Living Freely Today
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It is the past and present of dictatorships. It is the work of the devil and not the work of Creation, which wants a true democracy that
defends its citizens. We do not want the Great Reset to be the greatest dictatorship in history, we do not want transhumanism,
because it represents fascism on a much larger scale than the entire history of dictators. The world's infamous dictators are often
considered tyrants - leaders who rule with an iron Kst, ruthlessness, unwavering authority, and lack of opposition. This list of world
dictators has everyone from Adolf Hitler to Kim Jong Un and many lesser known rulers. Many of the dictators on this list consider
themselves some of the worst people in the history of the world. www.ranker.com/.../reference  www.ranker.com/.../reference
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Whoa up there  Guillermou....this  ranker.com  is not what I would consider a "reasonable search"   I man his coice of 'evil leaders' is
not even remotely  believable.........why even the great Albert Einstein said do...   "What makes Facebook so great is the fact that you
can make up absolutely random quotes and then attribute them to famous people."  Albert Einstein  I mean I read it
online......................or.............I seen it on TV...:)
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Interesting he stated the drug companies did a good job on the trials and had good oversight.  Really?  My understanding is that PKzer will
not release the raw data until 2025, which can only be a political move.  Recent reports of trial protocol breaches and malfeasance of
various kinds including data falsiKcation have been reported in the BMJ.
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I agree, I found that statement to be highly suspect!  Why would he take an experimental jab! Why would he expose himself to an
annual uu shot when we KNOW we also have long lasting, durable natural immunity for the uu and its variants for years!
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What to do. Austria now has a lockdown of unvaccinated only. I fear the worst for the U.S. something tells me we're next. I have hope
however, at the beginning of the plandemic it was just me and my four children that were maskless, now I'm beginning to see quite a few
more. I worry for my children, for their future. When yellow tape was put up around the playgrounds we took it down. I will continue to Kght
for their freedom any way I can.
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With most medical professionals being reluctant to report adverse vaccine events, it's a lot worse than the data shows.
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Thank you Dr Mercola for all the wonderful and helpful information you make available!! I know this has not been an easy time for you but
your efforts are deKnitely making a difference for so many!!!
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Why argue about vax mandates when the threat is a hoax? rumble.com/vota4b-turmel-vaxed-are-walking-dead-spikes-cause-clots.htm..  ~
rumble.com/vpaj1d-spike-clots-clog-capillaries-of-walking-dead-vaxed.h..
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John, I agree it is a pandemic hoax.  Could you spell out the last name of Canadian Judge Mandy L that could have stopped most of
this back in February?  Or provide a link. I can't locate any information on her.
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She was Prothonotary Mandy Aylen and got promoted to judge 3 weeks after her decision. http://SmartestMan.Ca/c19reps  has my
reports on the whole process.
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I got my copy of Kennedy's book this morning.  I Knd it amazing that the Krst review of the book on Amazon was from a verKed purchase
and that he was able to read the 400 plus pages in less than a day and give a lengthy, yet skeptical review.
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The new James Bond movie NO TIME TO DIE  is a must to see.  He is called in from retirement to save the world from an organization who
has found a way to poison and kill millions of people by using a bioweapon that injects people with nanobot technology.  And I am sorry to
tell you the ending is shocking!
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This was good info.  The natives are revolting EVERYWHERE!  Did they think everyone would just blindly go into the slaughter house??!!!
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"We’ve got a very labor-constrained market. We’ve got people walking off the job. We’ve got planes that aren’t going to uy, and it’s all
because our agencies are not being transparent and honest with America about vaccine safety.” We have to consider what would happen if
the government, FDA and CDC were transparent about vaccine safety. Would anybody really take the vaccines???
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Pretty obvious answer.
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Of course not. The only authority anyone should listen to..is GOD.
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The” cure “ being worse than the disease
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Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Overall, vaccines have always proven to be more dangerous than the illnesses they combat. History has shown that those who succumb to
usually benign illnesses have been undernourished, living in squalor, having Klthy cleanliness habits, under stress, etc.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the language they use is designed to create cognitive dissonance and confusion.  Whereas the term "Breakthrough" for instance used
to be employed to describe a remarkable success, they adopted it to describe a complete failure of their genetic modiKcation injections.
Part of their psychological warfare program against us, the people.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stephjask, there is this phenomenon called cognitive dissonance, which means that they, those who are inclined towards
tyranny, believe in the devil's narrative for comfort. Social psychologist Leon Festinger suggested that individuals have a strong need
for their beliefs, attitudes and behavior to be consistent with each other, avoiding contradictions between these elements. When
there is inconsistency between these, the conuict leads to the lack of harmony of the ideas held by the person, something that often
generates discomfort.

This theory has been widely studied in the Keld of psychology and can be deKned as the discomfort, tension or anxiety that
individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes conuict with what they do. This displeasure can lead to an attempt to change
behavior or to defend their beliefs or attitudes (even reaching self-deception) to reduce the discomfort they produce. Leon Festinger
himself, along with his colleague James Merrill Carlsmith, conducted a study that showed that the minds of self-deceived solves
cognitive dissonance by "accepting the lie as truth." We are in a humanity preyed upon by two very wide windows: menticide and
magnetic dissonance.

"The pandemic represents a rare but narrow opportunity to reuect, reimagine and restart our world to create a healthier, more
equitable and more prosperous future" - Klaus Schwab, WEF (June 2020). What will be “the Great Reset” is a scenario in which global
creditors will have appropriated the world's wealth by 2030, while impoverishing large sectors of the world's population. As Dr.
Mercola posted: "You’ll own nothing, And you’ll be happy." https://youtu.be/ER04dbt5p74
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Why "vaxine hesitant" and not "vaxine-wise"?
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Yes, almond, “vax hesitant” is a psyops term that implies the “hesitant” ones will eventually come around if only they had more
propaganda.  It leaves room for a different choice.  “Refusal” is a more concrete term, showing the mind was made up and will not
budge.  If the establishment media uses terms that show people have “refused” or “rejected” or “declined” etc this allows their
viewers to know people are against it and that they have reasons to be against it.  Establishment media won’t allow this so they
soften the term and imply people will eventually bend.
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Gui - I wonder if they are watching the number of people being given these shots - and are they counting on a segment of the
population to remain unvax'd?  To carry the load?  Because I don't wanna carry the load - I just Knished raising Kve kids, LOL, it's time
to celebrate, not go into hibernation!
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Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are on the frame of mind of a psychopath (which for most of us is practically impossible), it is not too dincult to see what's going on.
UNFUNDED LIABILITIES are the magic words. Translation: the non producing cattle (the old and the kids) need to be culled.
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The Great Reset involves a transformation of society resulting in permanent restrictions on fundamental freedoms and mass
surveillance as entire sectors are sacriKced to drive the monopoly and hegemony of pharmaceutical corporations, the high-tech / big
data giants, Amazon, Google, the major global chains, the digital payments sector, biotech concerns, etc., it is the tyranny of a fascist
state that runs the globalist elites. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation has a past of genocidal children. Now with the Covid, Gates
continues with the genocide with vaccines. the Gates Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is a partial owner of numerous vaccine
manufacturers, including PKzer and BioNTech. Bill and Melinda Gates have been involved and beneKted over the many years that
they have been pushing their eugenics agenda. A more in-depth analysis can be found at this link
off-guardian.org/2021/05/18/how-bill-gates-big-pharma-used-children-as..
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‘GUINEA PIG KIDS’: FAUCI’S LEGACY OF CRUEL EXPERIMENTS ON KIDS. Recent revelations about Dr. Anthony Fauci shed new light
on a 2004 BBC documentary, “Guinea Pig Kids.” The Klm exposed the cruel experiments — approved by Fauci and funded by U.S.
taxpayers — on poor minority children as part of Fauci’s search for a cure for AIDS.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/guinea-pig-kids-aids-fauci-experim..  (11/15/21)
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Cas - but why the kids?  They are our future.  Unless they are just keeping 'their own kids' to bring up for the future.  When I hear
culled, I always remember the doctor said they're doing it two ways - through our food Krst, and mass vax second.  I literally stopped
eating fast food in 2009 when I heard that.   I choose my food sooooo wisely now.  Made a big difference, go Kgure.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have problems when I see some medical facility shoot up some screaming kids with so toxic covid vaccine......I wonder how these people
sleep knowing they have just murdered kids.... really is a sick world

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/16/2021 12:42:48 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes mrrobb. Authentic crimes against defenseless children and deceived parents. Unfortunately now they want to continue
poisoning children. New York City is establishing special Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccine” sites throughout the city to begin
mass injecting young children as part of the plandemic genocide. Over 1,000 sites are now reportedly being established for this
purpose, many of them in schools. The "medical professionals", say the mainstream media, will be present in all of them to
administer the injections in a "safe" and "effective" way. Planned genocide.
citizenfreepress.com/column-2/nyc-opens-1000-covid-vaccine-centers-to-..  (November 12, 2021)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou................wow  "effective"  scares me....almost sounds sadistic ....cynical....misanthropic !!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/16/2021 3:01:01 AM
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why we need more evidence?  This needs to be stopped now

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/16/2021 3:15:43 PM
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I, 75 years old, got the 1st PKzer covid "vaccine", and one week after, we got the covid! We never bothered with the 2nd
shot because I suffered with skin "burns" on my legs and my arms and back, from the vaccine. I was stupid enough to take the 1st shot, but
NOT the 2nd! I consider us very fortunate and blessed, to still be here! ! ! We were R E A L L Y! ! ! ! S I C K! ! ! !  I do hope we have built up a
little immunitiy against covid!
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Craigco46 the UK Column News had a segment about Saule Omarova
www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-15th-november-2021  (see 59.56 mins).  Interesting articles here
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-26/saule-omarova-conKrmation-.. ,
lpeproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Peoples.Ledger.DRAFT_.pdf
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every person who was involved in creating Covid-19 is responsible for every person who died for this virus, and should be held accountable
by the full extent of the law. And every person who pushes and enables Covid-19 'vaccine' gene-therapy-drug mandate that caused harm or
death is responsible for each harm and death and should be held accountable by the full extent of the law. This means lawmakers,
senators, congresspersons, presidents, judges, corporation owners and CEOs, and those in secret societies, etc. should be fully
investigated and if found guilty, prosecuted by full extent of the law.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Death from the shots are their intended effect. Dr. Malone who created the mYRNA shot said it wasn't made for use in humans. Must be
a valid reason. Big Pharma doesn't care. They just want to sell shots even if it kills you. The Govt has given them immunity. 80 million
people don't want the shot for good reasons. What are you going to do when kids start dying at school? ☠

😈
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MY choice not about not wanting to die, but about not wanting to have ANY unnecessary adverse effects to my health or wanting to be
tracked and irradiated.  That applies to a much greater level now that I'm naturally immune.  I know how to handle viruses, and have always
easily done so.  But what reason have we to trust an injection with nasty and censored known effects and potential for more pervasive
unknown effects that only stands to enrich the manufacturers whatever happens?
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God for Dr. McCullough.  So many sheeple still believe the 

💉

is the answer.  Until they know someone harmed from the vaxx, they
will continue to take tony and Joe’s word for it.  I now know one person with a Kb, on died of a stroke, one heart attack, one myocarditis, one
meningitis all post double jabs.  I also know at least 30 people with Covid, all double jabbed.
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zabelisa
Joined On 1/20/2013 2:29:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We cannot talk of dangers or encacy of those vaccines in a general way because we cannot tell the content of it. There are many arms  to
those various trial phases. It becomes irrelevant. Why compare  a placebo with another jab containing 5, 10, 30, 100 etc micrograms of the
active ingredient? Not to mention the nasty adjuvants. Clearly, those jabs don’t work, that is all we should care about.
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jer9666
Joined On 3/17/2015 8:51:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nomoresilence.world/videos
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

alright already...where is the real ACCOUNTABILITY. Not one of the known individuals in this has been remotely held to account. None of
this ends until there is. Truly the deKnition of insanity.
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toggerakinpm.me
Joined On 7/17/2021 9:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is this post column starting to look like a debate over politics on FB or something?  Is it always this way Gui? Some are posting
comments into double digits. Are people just sitting around waiting for someone to reply so they have conversation to participate in? Is this
all for sitting around and philosophizing on what they think is true? I hope not. Who’s taking action? Can we here about some actions and
some freakin wins from those actions for God’s Sake? This is a good place to Knd out what the distractions are and whom to is really
responsible the attack on humanity.. Then we all need to get to work on taking these criminals down!
beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2021/11/explosive-dr-david-martin-who-th..
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here again is the video from former CDC director Dr. Richard Besser saying to a caller that they were NOT seeing deaths or long term side
effects from the vaccine for those who may not have seen it the other day.. The caller he said that to starts at minute 24:03 Hard to believe
he was saying that with a straight face. www.c-span.org/video/?516032-5/washington-journal-dr-richard-besser-di..
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dia1910
Joined On 12/31/2020 8:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question is why didn't they allow the caller to respond to that blatant lie?
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Premier of Canada, Justin Trudeau, recently participated in the new reality show on national TV called: " Take the uu shot".
twitter.com/.../1065609458410246144  I have predicted it was going to happen even though all uu vaccination clinics had been shutdown
in Canada and the world over for over a year due to the lack of uu positive cases.... It makes you wonder:  how did the Big Pharma tested
the uu vaccines, if there have been no uu cases, oncially, in the entire world? WHO has altered the stats yet, so take the screen shots.
apps.who.int/.../Default
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM
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I have also wondered about this...that is, about how public health authorities will select the right uu strains for this year's uu shots
when there has been so little uu worldwide in the past year to serve as an indicator.  In Canada, as far as I know, there were no
reported uu cases last year.  I would guess this means there is a high chance of picking the "wrong" strains this year, that won't offer
protection against the strains that end up circulating.

So, for this reason alone, I am expecting a worse-than-average uu season this year, notably amongst those who do get uu shots, who
will tend to be those at higher risk of severe uu--including myself.  (Every few years I end up in the hospital seriously ill with
inuuenza, pneumonia or some other respiratory virus despite getting an annual uu shot.)

But there are other simple reasons to expect a worse-than-average uu season.  Many who would usually get uu shots are distracted
by COVID,  have doubts about the safety of shots in general, or won't make the extra effort to get a uu shot.  As well, those who have
been vaccinated against COVID will become complacent about indoor gatherings, lack of ventilation, lack of distancing,
handwashing, masking, all the environmental risk factors that favour the spread of all respiratory diseases.   So there will be a larger
than usual pool of eager hosts for the uu virus.  Luckily uu has less asymptomatic transmission.  With luck we can hope that more
people have absorbed the message to stay home and isolate yourself when sick.  This works for uu, too.
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Canadagal
Joined On 3/12/2020 9:28:46 AM
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Prime minister Justin Trudeau, not premier. Flu vaccine would have been made off previous stats.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today: Oh ! he said GOD can heal the human with grace..Then they`re ready to lock `im up.because ,talking about spiritual beings
[good/bad] is not allowed here...People in touch with the grace that caused Jesus too never die,know with faith in the Creator and his
plan,will cast all evil into eternal darkness,Then,shine his light ,real healing on the people for ever...Not the Dogmatic RELIGION , pushed
from many avenues,but the truth of LOVE..Those who don`t believe will never know !!!
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM
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I've had only one major encounter with a Karen, and it was last summer when I bumped to a neighbor who was shocked when he learned I
hadn't taken the shot.  Incredulous, he asked me, "So you think the vaccine is more dangerous than the shot?",  and when I answered in the
anrmative, he shook his head and said he'd pray for me.  I'd love to get him to read this article, but I'm sure he'd brush it off as
misinformation.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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There's lots to like about the latest Highwire episode including footage and an interview from New Zealand. That makes-my-skin-crawl
Schwab protegee P.M. Jacinda Arden has toned down the arrogance in her speech since the recent march against the tyranny. Wake up us
Americans ! Dig in, march, push back like the lives of our children depends on it.      thehighwire.com/.../episode-241-sins-of-science
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi epi-cure -  I followed someone's link yesterday and landed on a different page of all the panelists at Senator Ron Johnson's day
long Panel Discussion in Washington DC recently, found these instead! You want more skin crawl? Listen to Dr. David Healy, (author
of the book Pharmageddon) formerly in the UK and now working at McMaster University in Ontario parts 1 and 2, here's the links to
his brief comments: thehighwire.com/.../dr-david-healy-testimony  - this is Dr. David Healy Part 2:
thehighwire.com/.../dr-david-healy-testimony-part-2  - My note: Dr. Healy is well aware of the tricks being used to market drugs and
worked as an expert witness in suicides, murders and injuries attributed to SSRI patients.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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Has anyone been able to Knd an insert for this jab with all the ingredients?  It seems that they are packed with inserts that are labeled,  “left
Blank Intentionally”.  If this is the case; isn’t there any law that states the person getting any medicine has to have the ability to know what
they are letting in their body?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a plan to disrupt them at their own game. OSHA requires you to have a Material Safety Data Sheet for every chemical you have
stored. When I go to my doctor to get my annual full bloodwork down, and they ask me if I was to get vaccinated, I'm going to say
sure, but I want to have a copy of the MSDS sheet to take home and go over before I get one. When they can't and/or refuse to give
me one I'm calling OSHA. If they do give me one I will say thank you and take it home for "further analysis". I'm willing to bet they
don't have one and if they do it will have some of the ingredients left out. Since OSHA is the one that will be enforcing these jabs I
will have them with a conuict of interest lawsuit.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck with that. Its another psy-ops maneuver, so you need to walk outside their box. Epoch times has an article that the State
of Oklahoma is looking at a bill that holds employers liable for 1million in damages if employees are hurt by the shots. But its behind
their paywall.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS IS VERY SERIOUS! Here, in the UK, we have NO CHOICE: if we call the NHS to make an appointment, they ask why we need one and, if
we say it is because we think we have COVID-19, they say to call the EMERGENCY NUMBER, and this will NOT result in a doctor's personal
appointment BUT instead in a visit to the HOSPITAL, where we will almost certainly be interned... But, as we are informed by this article,
people sick with COVID-19 after vaccinations are dying in the hospitals, not at home! If treatment must start AT HOME, we need to have a
list of PRIVATE doctors in the UK who would provide a treatment -- with Dr. McCullough's protocol OR any other protocol... I do not know of
ANY doctor here who could help us if we needed... If we are unable to get DOCTORS who would follow a HOME TREATMENT with a proper
protocol, we need to know a protocol that we can use OURSELVES, without a doctor... This is a problem that, if I am right, affects everybody
in the UK but the millionaires
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any chance you can have Ivermectin/asprin/and a nebulizer for the Brownstein protocol on hand?  Because how many
simply end up with uu type symptoms?  The lung one - you would be best with the Neb/HP therapy, right?  Our vet just treated our
local store own with the Nev/HP therapy and cured his covid pneumonia.  I'm not a doc, and he's just a vet - but I ordered mine within
5 minutes of hearing that.  To my knowledge (my youngest son died from pneumonia - winter 2006, the hospital in Ann Arbor, MI was
FILLED with children with pneumonia, the whole uoor!!!) ... I didn't think we had a cure for pneumonia - ever.  Even in natural health I
did everything I could think of with my son (he'd been diagnosed and was on oxygen, I was trying natural therapies along side what
they were doing).   Disappointed again at the medical industry for not being as up on saving lives as the natural health industry.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM
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lovestosing6, thank you very much for your reply. I am very sorry about your son. What a tragedy… I hope you are well, now. Thank
you for the protocol. I will buy everything and keep them around just in case. It was a good suggestion. However, still very different
than the one Dr. McCullough talked about in the article above. Even with a home protocol, we may still not get our health back. This
is a nasty virus…
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to this article the Covid injections are a total failure. However it also depends on which side of the fence you are. If you are on
the side of bill gates, google, the many billionaires, and the multitude in the government that believe that the planet is overpopulated and
that there are far too many on the planet that are using up the precious air, food and water, then the vaccines are a total success. On the
other hand, if you are on the side of the human race and God, you probably believe that every individual born, good bad or indifferent has
the right to an existence. Then you are probably looking at the injection as a total failure and also in the minority. Not by volume but by the
dollars that you have and have to spend. I for one, am no longer on the fence. I decided to go to one of the many clinics in my state and
received the Regeneron injection. This to me is a far better choice than any of the injections or pills that are currently on the market.
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Funny you should say that - there's a kid who comes around, super smart, and agrees with what's on the tablets at the Georgia
Guidestones... I was like - what?  So now, I'm tossing around the idea that I they're going to culminate the destruction of our climate
with human error and indicate less lives will save the planet (just my theory...) because if kids are starting to say this, then the
brainwashing has begun for the next wave.  You think?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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That's part of the public school brainwashing/indoctrination. They tell every child in the room that the world is going to end any day if
the population isn't gotten under control (reduced). They push the global warming BS as if we (humans) are the only contributing
factor of it. The planet has been getting warmer for about the last 500,000 years. It's cyclic without any real root cause.  They've
been pushing ending the fossil fuels since the 1970's. The scare tactic they used on everyone back then was "WE WILL BE OUT OF
FOSSIL FUELS IN 10 YEARS"! It's never ending fear porn.

It's how they brainwash these children that later grow up to be political activist. They really believe in all this BS. These people go get
degrees in liberal arts or political science and become full blown activist. These are the people reporting the MSM news! When you
show them the science they BLOW UP! Nothing they base their VALUES on is real. When I was growing up, people like AOC, Pelosi,
Maxine Waters, Lori Lightfoot, and Omar were called Schizophrenic's. You weren't even allowed to speak in public the way they do
today. You would be locked up in a mental institution if you ran around spewing the crazy krapp these people spew every day. Now
these people get elected into powerful leadership/political positions! Now this mindset has infected our entire public educational
system. It's a mental illness.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of Course the Great US Military  slaughtered millions worldwide in the name of "Peace&Freedom"  in places like Vietnam and Afghanistan
and Japan and Korea and around 200 wars and 'Military Actions" and 'under da counter' actions like ....    https://armyhistory.org/my-la
 ~ thiscantbehappening.net/hiding-americas-war-crimes-in-laos-while-repor..
 ~ vietnamholocaust.blogspot.com/2014/07/american-war-crimes-in-vietnam.h..   “I never said half the crap people said I did.” Albert
Einstein i/
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The best way to take control over a people and control them utterly is to take a little of their freedom at a time, to erode rights by a
thousand tiny and almost imperceptible reductions. In this way, the people will not see those rights and freedoms being removed until past
the point at which these changes cannot be reversed.” -- Adolf Hitler............. As in everything, nature is the best instructor.” The man who
has no sense of history, is like a man who has no ears or eyes” -- Adolf Hitler     www.inspiringquotes.us/.../3655-adolf-hitler  Much more
here^^^^^^^^^^
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates ( and many thousands more ) was executed at Gitmo on October 1st for far more crimes against humanity than most even realise
he was involved in ( child stealing and trancking for one.. he had a tunnel system underneath his ranch in Wyoming complete with pink
childs bedroom ) ! I have a precis transcript of his court tribunal ...shocking ... its worse than most would think possible! In 2001 Gates
'persuaded the major drug companies to add a toxic substance to vaccines that would gradually cause neurological problems and also
organ failure ....today we have an epidemic of dementia !!! We can NEVER trust any product of that so called industry ... it will be destroyed
soon ... possibly just weeks away! The Great Awakening is coming!
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conscious1s
Joined On 10/17/2012 11:59:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You have a less than 1% chance of being exposed to SARS-CoV-2 and getting sick." Not true. They will dismiss all other content because of
this false statement. You have about a 10% chance of being infected with COVID and a 5% chance of getting sick. Please Kx this so the
"fact checkers" don't get ammo.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This for an infection we now understand is Bacterial ...NOT Viral ! There is only one way of looking at this ....its an act of war on the people
by the few who dictate and who have been thieving vast amounts from the people over too many years ...from Bill Gates and George Soros
to the Rothschilds and the Rockefellers ...they through stolen wealth own the planet , the people and the drug industry ! What kind of
'medicine' is it that kills more people than the infection ... answer its NOT a medicine , in fact the drug industry has NEVER sought to bring
health .... just to manage the length of peoples lives and to keep down thee population numbers! Its civil war ...!!!!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My big pharma retiree scientist - 32 years in the biz - has been researching the shots since day one - said there's no way in hell that
the FDA should have approved this for the masses (of course) because of all the missing information. Well, he came back with
something last week: there's an enzyme in the shot.  Like using Ivermectin (and so many of my friends said they felt SO much better
when given the Ivermectin) - same diff!  It's not the spike protein and all that, it's the enzyme (I see him Thursday, I want more
information about this) ...  I whole heartedly agree, the answer has NEVER been these stupid vaccinations!  I've always hated the way
Gates has targeted Africa, and now we get to live through it too.  Thanks Billy Boy!  Ugh
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@lovestosing, Nagalese.  I found this article featuring Erin Elizabeth:
 forbiddenknowledgetv.net/holistic-doctors-being-killed-gcmaf-and-nagal..   Duckduckgo the subject, you'll Knd a lot.  I wouldn't be
surprised if many if not all vaccines play a role in nagalese prevalence.  GcMAF is the uip side, a good liver enzyme which works with
vitamin D to super charge and Kne tune the immune system.  (I'm not a doctor, can you tell lol?)  I suspect the Covid shots (especially
the ones with special Lot Numbers) are probably the worst yet, this would explain the apparent destruction of the immune systems
of the Covid jabbed.  

In my searchings I found this on wikipedia and ... wow, if this doesn't make you laugh, you might be a Rockefeller-educated
Oncologist...  (Sorry, maybe some of you are, no offense intended, and it's curable.)    "Once proclaimed a 'magic protein' capable of
curing cancer, GcMAF has been proven ineffective. The case sheds light on how far scammers are willing to go to exploit desperate
cancer patients and their families for Knancial gain." -Public warning issued by the Anticancer Fund ROFL!!  ROFLMAO!!!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve49car, who is "we", as in ". . . . . .we now understand . . ."?  Someone on yesterday's Mercola top story asked you for a link. Such
a proclamation coming from anywhere in the armed forces is not a quality source.
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randymcarthur
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:25:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you don’t get the vaccine you will catch COVID.   The risk is, how sick you will get?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What vaccine? Do you even know what a real vaccine is? Do you know what gene therapy is? Do you understand the difference
between mRNA, an attenuated virus, and a dead virus? Do you know what viral vectors are? If you don't have any depth in knowledge
of these topics then how can you advise anyone on getting these covi19 shots?
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JennyG444
Joined On 3/18/2017 2:23:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please know that I'm a spiritual person who has connection to those in communion with God. God states that the vaccines are not the
major problem, but the water systems in America have hidden dangerous worms. The worms are also put into vaccinations. These are not
normal worms but electronic technologies, weapons of war!  The worms are known in the Bible as the Mark of Beast.

They are put into water bodies all over America to incubate and lay eggs and multiply. And then uoat into the airways, and attack water
reservoirs and humans. These worms are electronic heightening worms. God teaches that all deaths are from electronic overloading of the
mind from the Mark of Beast, worms. Thus the worms in the water ways are concoctions that also include radio active electrodes. They are
forming different materials in the mind called plaque.

God says the worms melt with electrical Kelds from the military towers and electrical Kelds designed to be unknown as it's sent under the
earth. And thus melts into bioKlm called plaque. The worms also harden with other components that may be radio active and it forms
semiconductors the size of tiny dots in the mind and body.  Thus, this is electronic warfare technologies. And the military is beaming
electrical current at most all children now. Just like a cell phone is sent electrical beams from military towers, so are the brains of most all
children in America.

Thus, this started to heighten in the 1980's and it began a tragic situation of a rise of children unable to function or communicate, thus then
diagnosed at autistic. God's URGENT MESSAGE For Dr. Mercola and all Americans is that autism is a violent attack against children with
worms in water and then are sent electrical beams from the Halifax, Virginia airport where there is a criminal satanic naval lab shooting
electrical pulses into autistic facilities where children live. This is akin to a holocaust as they are violently attacking them sending pulses
through water pipes.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's why you Klter your water. You don't need God to get through this. You need common sense. God helps those who helps
themselves.
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JennyG444
Joined On 3/18/2017 2:23:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please see my urgent video on YouTube exposing that the US military is putting worms into water all over America and causing autism.
Worms are also in vaccines. These worms are akin to the Mark of Beast warned of by God in the Bible as it blocks God's ability to heal the
body and mind of those with a lot of worms. As the worms electrify the mind and is electronic warfare.  Urgent information for all people to
resolve for God!! https://youtu.be/RQyQctFRlLg
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two RED FLAGS:  One:  Dr McCullough stated in the last minute of the interview that over 700,000 Americans have died of covid 19, yet he
failed to relay the cdc’s own admission that the death rate has been 6% of that 700,000 Kgure, which actually puts the death rate of
someone dying strictly of covid, not WITH covid at  approximately 35,000!  If you take into consideration that the actual number of vaccine
deaths submitted to VAERS should be multiplied by a factor of 5, that would leave the actual deaths from the vaccines at 75,000… twice
that of real covid deaths!

Two:  His admission to taking the annual uu shot, which has a known encacy rate of 30%! This ignores the same argument used for covid,
which is NATURAL, long lasting IMMUNITY! We do not need ANNUAL uu shots due to the same immunological mechanisms that provide
long, lasting and durable protection for YEARS!  This has also been noted for SarsCov1! We now know many of those who’ve had SarsCov1
have immunity to SarsCov2! Why would an epidemiologist who is aware of long lasting, durable natural immunity mention he takes his
annual uu shot AND also was not smart enough to NOT take this EXPERIMENTAL shot!  

I’ve worked in healthcare for many years.  In 2018 I was no longer allowed to decline the annual uu shot without having to wear a mask. In
2019 my employer mandated a medical exemption from my PCP, which allowed me to continue my career.  With the beneKt of 2020
hindsight, it’s clear we were being prepped for annual covid shots by the mandating of annual uu shots and not one doctor spoke out about
long lasting, durable natural immunity from the uu!  WHY! Had we protested the uimsy uu mandates in 2019, we would have had a head
start on this current Kght with the covid shots!  This goes for all childhood vaccines as well!  CRICKETS!  I remember the year or so leading
to covid 19, our legislators were passing laws to remove religious,  medical and parental exemptions from vaccines!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may want to listen again. the CDC lists 17 or 18,000 now died from the shots (number may be above 60,000 if Medicare
numbers are added in), and 750,000 serious injuries from the shots. These may be from 1% to 10% of all actual events. the rest of
your argument appears just Kne to me! Dr. McCullough is quite aware of Natural Immunity, the covid-recovered are being ignored and
persecuted, however this is a brief interview with a quick cut off at the end.  But what do I know?
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had the third jab a couple of weeks ago and I'm 74 years old. What danger signs should I be looking out for? Right now I feel Kne, although
I did have a little fever and tiredness for several hours after the jab. I know a lot of other older folks who have had the jabs also, so I'll warn
them about this. So far I haven't heard of any problems with them. Thanks for your info.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to  be able to send an article like this to my brother.  But I need one not so easily picked apart and dismissed, since he is very
analytical, but still doubts the danger of the vaccines (incongruous I know). For example: "You have a less than 1% chance of being exposed
to SARS-CoV-2 and getting sick" Around half or more Americans show signs they've had COVID.  So the operative words are "getting sick".
 That needs to be deKned.  My experience is by my deKnition of "sick", well over 10% of my acquaintances qualify.  Maybe he means must
be hospitalized to be "sick"? "40% of post-jab deaths among seniors in assisted living homes are directly due to the injection." What is a
"post-jab death"?  Within a week?  2 weeks?  Month?  2 days? And a few other sloppy statements.  Can't send it.
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